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The Rockland Lions Club held its i as the Supreme Court, everybody
The Rockland Gazette was established tion as the other streets in Rockland
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cation Also Has Religious Drama : and I'm sure that they would be waiting for its solution are in dire good wishes. Nothing better was Tennessee,
ln hls grave. "Taxation without rep George W. Dyer. There were two laws and the veto power which Is
need—tormented in mind and body— suggested. The most dubious ques- |
tization
convinced as to the sincerity of my
Kentucky.
resentation is tyranny," declared guests Robert Russell and Stewart alone vested in the President. But
but that years must pass before tion we asked each-other in the dis
plea. I know that the time and
Maryland.
Jefferson. To me it seems almost Burgess.
The annual meeting of the Knox money spent on repairing and tarring comfort can be brought to them.
cussion, was "Dare we hope that a
Mr. Justice McReynolds has said in
District of Columbia.
Wholesome words ol advice were an opinion, "I think this Court must
incredible that in any part of the
Legislation is not all that way but tenant, placed on a farm of his own.
County Association for Rural Reli Upper Park street would be well
Minnesota.
United States—particularly in a coupled with the welcome given to have regard to the wisdom of legisla
gious Education will be held next | worth the while in the thanks and some of it is and of that character, 100% in debt, will make a living for
Kansas.
township with such an English name two new members, Alex Vardavoulis tion," and it appears that three other
Monday in the vestry of tlie M. E. praise which would come about as a seemingly, was the Farm Tenancy himself and family, meet his pay
Nebraska.
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ments and come out an owner at the
| result of the improved traveling confomented Revolution against George Jr., and Dr. Blake Annis respective that opinion.
26 in the House of Representatives. end of 30 years?’’ In a proportion of Mississippi.
A religious dramatizatior. which is ; ditions.
God alone knows
III should still prevail. A man ly.
It is probably true that “if you cases we know he won't. Will he In Virginia.
entitled "Through the Sunday School I A word too, to the careless drivers
where at least two of the other
Wisconsin.
Frank H. Ingraham and John W. Justices stand on this question, and
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Oklahoma.
tax money and I, paying a property the August entertainment commit prevent us from a Judicial Oligarchy.
The cast presenting this feature will [ street hale always tried to keep our ancy destroy them? It is destroying
There is another thought, to me
Washington.
tax and residing here about six tee.
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consist of 13 children ages 8 to 12 lawns and the road neat but lately It them and threatens much more than even more disturbing: If this aid to,
Utah.
Frank H. Ingraham only Rockland
months in the year, am barred from
who have been under Miss Mc- has proved to be a bit difficult be farms with destruction if the in tenants amounts to anythir^, placing
Mr
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Idaho.
member present at the Bar Harbor
so doing.
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The tax bill I received this year District Convention gave a concise said that we were living in hectic
months past.
pers. boxes, etc., which are strewn In 1860, 26% of the farms were ten crease the volume of crops that must | The States now wanted are:
began: “Dear Taxpayer." Instead of and interesting report of that gath times, and new problems were facing
At this meeting reports for the last along the roadsides, and on our front ant operated; this had increased to be sold in markets already over-: Alabama.
announcing a reduction ln the tax ering, making special reference to us; that corrective measures of an
year will be presented and officers lawns. It would be very much ap 42%, In 1938. It is probable that supplied. This and all aid to the J Arkansas.
rate, after such a nice opening, It in the reception given to George W. untried nature are frequently pro
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preciated by us if they could be a
Colorado.
formed me that my tax, as others, Dyer, retiring district governor and posed and that the divided decisions
occupied by tenants who average to an added burden on hls more fort- \
1 little bit more careful In this regard.
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had been boosted to the extraordi Dave Crockett, who acted as song of the Supreme Court indicate that
move, every-other year.
unate,
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A Taxpaying Citizen
Montana.
Visitor—Do you mean to tell me
nary figure of 33 1-3 percent. Such leader at one of the meetings.
This situation is destructive in more successful brother, in the form ■ Nevada,
there are an amazingly large number
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of dubious and previously untried
New Mexico.
and cannot tell me the quickest
community is without precedent. presented Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., with measures that have been proposed
plete (rather than conserve) the soil ducts, and higher taxes. It would ( North Dakota.
way to the station?
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The president's proposal seems unrea
West Virginia.
all those years, sir.—Washington
flmes as they are how can they meet ceipts to the amount of $1.18036. sonable to many, and it would seem
I wish to know what year the feeling of temporary residence is quite ready to propose that course. I
Wyoming.
Post.
and a working capital of $225.12 in
safety razor was invented and by deadly to love of home, ambition to
America must not be permitted 1 It may interest readers of this trem this year?
that hls plan, In the first place, was
the treasury. Secretary Lendon C.
•
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whom.
get ahead, and other qualities which to become a peasant nation. The paper to know that a similar cannot fairly presented, as the emphasis
How many can remember the make the farmer of use to himself recent tenancy legislation is a brave vas was made by a Palm Beach, Port Clyde has no industry out Jackson. Jr., reported a membership was placed on the age of the mem
burning of a yacht in this bay sev and society. The result is worn out attempt at avoidance. It may prove pior^a, newspaper last summer, and side of fishing and lobstering—a of 63 and an average attendance of bers of the court and it was asserted
eral years ago? The craft was ma- farm land and a peasant instead of ttle rifeht plan but of that I have all of the States but Utah were se back-breaking and precarious way 43.
that they were not keeping up with
King Lion Ludwick announced the
I hogany and about 50 feet long, cab a farmer, approaching the Man with grave doubts. If not, some other
ol earning a livelihood. I heard of
their duties, so that additional mem
ported.
Club's intention of cleaning up the
in type. Meltiah Scammon got 14 the Hoe, as described in Edwin way must be found
South Thomaston
Let's give Rockland a 100 percent one man who. after lifting 90 traps, balance due on furnishing the Lions bers of the court were needed, to
ieet of her in his flsh net recently. Markham's great epic. who. to quite
had only three lobsters for his toil—
enable them to keep up with thelr
record.
Mrs. E. H. St. Clair.
not
enough remuneration to pay for room at the Community Building.
an extent, bears "the burden of the
work
Fifty percent of all lumber cuttings
Owl's Head. July 14.
the bait he used. A fisherman of
Those who have had experience on
world upon his back.”
TO HOLD "EXAMS"
except
flooring,
used
by
leading
wood
this place received the munificent
The debate on the Court Plan was boards and committees will agree
DOUG VINAL’S
The menace of tenant farming is
Hammock tops, cushion covers, greatest in the South where there working industries is less than four Various Offices in Unemployment sum of 75 cents a hundred pounds the big event of the meeting, with that fifteen cannot work more satis
ORCHESTRA
waterproof covers and waterproof are counties with more than three- inches wide and 80 percent ii not
for a good load of fish. It is the Christopher S. Roberts speaking for factorily or quickly than nine; the
Compensation To Be Filed
ing. Rockland Awning Co., Inc. Tel fourth of the farms tenant-oper over 48 inches long.
DANCING 9 TO 12.30—I). S. T.
poor man who gets it in the neck the Administration measure, and En court has kept up to its calendar, and
84 It 1262.-W—adv
62-T-tf
The Maine Unemployment Com every time.
sign Otis for the opponents.
ated. It is least in New England;
surely mere age is not a drawback.
Mr. Wall is interested in the Wol
Mr. Roberts concentrated his ar We who call ourselves Liberals and
The mortgage debt on Maine farms pensation recently posted notices, an
Maine has but seven percent farm
Jan. 1, 1935 was $31.442 000. an in nouncing examinations for positions. laston road. I am interested in the gument. In support of the Presi are proud of It, would be sorry to see
tenancy.
The measure recently passed pro crease of 18.2 percent over January Prof Arthur G. Eustis. 331 Water road fronting my property, which is dent's plan on the point that the Justice Brandeis debarred from the
vides for making government loans to 1. 1930. Value of all farm land and street, Augusta, is supervisor of ex a dirt road, with no lights and abso justices of the Supreme Court should court, simply because he has passed
lutely unimproved. It is a backroad. not be concerned with the wisdom of the age of seventy. The president's
farm tenants (called in some sec- buildings, meanwhile, decreased 26.1 aminations.
The places for the written exami a short cut from the Lighthouse road legislation, or allow their minds to be plan purports to correct a temporary
percent.
nations will be at Augusta. Bangor. to the postoffice and it is used by all swayed as to whether or not a law need violently and abruptly and not
THE BOOTHBAY PLAYHOUSE
Lewiston, Portland and Presque Isle, the residents of Land's End. There is constitutional by their personal ln the orderly manner prescribed by
PRESENTS
(Aug. 3 is the tentative date for the are two depressions in the road right feelings as to the merits or demerits law. If more assistance Is needed,
I examinations.
GRANGE HALL, SO. THOMASTON
in front of my place and after a of the law He said that in all cases the problem could be solved by giving
The
positions
for
which
examina

rainstorm pools of water form and In which the constitutionality of a the court assistants, to relieve the
Friday, July 16—5 to 7
tions will be held include the fol sometime remain for days. The road federal statute is brought in ques justices of the routine work. This
SEAPLANE SERVICE
BEANS
COLD MEATS
To
lowing : Director of employment serv commissioner promised to fill in these tion, all doubts as to its validity are would dispose of the need for addi
SALADS, ETC.
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN
ice; field supervisor; statistical super holes with a couple of loads of gravel. to be resolved in favor of the Con tional members.
84-lt
By Alberto La.sella
One Way
Round Trip
visor; fiscal supervisor; six senior The holes are still there.
gress, and that, while a judge may
• • • •
managers; eight junior managers;
Don't you think, Mr. Editor, that strongly suspect and believe a stat The fact President Roosevelt has
EVENINGS 8.30 D. S. T. SATURDAY MATINEE 2.15 D. S. T.
six senior interviewers; 13 junior in a revolution of the non-resident tax ute is probably unconstitutional, yet not had an opportunity to appoint a
Round trip tickets good anytime
A1I methods of per
terviewers.
84-lt
payers of the township of St. George he has no moral or legal right to Justice of the court in five years is
New Schedule Connecting With
manent waving. Only
Trains—Daily Except Sunday
with the slogan of Thomas Jefferson declare It such, until he Is convinced the exception, rather than the rule,
the West in workman
Rockland Vinalhaven No. Haven
ship, materials.
“Say. doctor, I asked that nurse as their battle cry , is justifiable? I of its unconstitutionality, clearly and as, on an average, a member of the
1— 8.00 A. M.
8.15
‘8.30
to put a hot-water bottle at my feet would suggest that Mr. Wall be the beyond rational doubt.
court has either died or retired every
2— 11.45 A.M.
12.00
12.15
ATTENTION, BLUEBERRY GROWERS!
and she stuck up her nose and commander-ln-chlef, with a militant He asserted that at least four mem eighteen months. By the law of av
Even
3
—
3.00
P.
M.
3.15
3.30
CALCIUM ARSENATE. CRATES, BASKETS (QTS, PTS.)
walked away,” complained the pa general staff. Instead of throwing bers of the present court, although erages, the president will be given the
Sundays
our inexpen
CELLOPHANE, ETC.
1— 9.20 A. M.
9.35
9.50 tient.
tea overboard, as in Boston many they may pay lip service to this opportunity to appoint, ar.d hls plan
sive waves are
Everything For the Blueberry Grower
2— 1.40 P.M.
1.55
2.10
first class work.
“What else could you flxpect? years ago, a good substitute would doctrine, yet ln practice they en to hurry the natural course of ap
STATE OF MAINE BLUEBERRY GROWERS, INC.
3— 5.20 P. M.
5.35
5.50
All prices.
A Farmer Co-operative
West Rockport, Maine
That was the head nurse." explained be the persons of those responsible tirely ignore the same, and that thelr pointments should be discouraged.
AIRWAYS, INC.
84Th93
VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
for the Injustices prevailing in St. decisions were swayed by economic It has never been proposed that ad
Next to Public Landing, Rockland the doctor.
TEL. lltt-W
84 PARK ST.
Telephone 338
84-86
"Oh. do they specialize that much? George Township. They would be tradition and other habits of mind. ditional members of congress should
53-tf
Then get me the foot nurse."
dumped overboard In Tenant's Har He stated that he did not say that be elected, If that body was not up
bor.
they realize that their decisions are with its work, and, when the chief
• • • •
biased and prejudiced, but only in executive of the nation was not all
I was interested In a letter which tended to try to convince his hear that he should have been, it has
appeared in your paper recently ers that such is the case, and prove never been proposed that there be an
concerning the appropriation by lo it by their own statements and their assistant president, and there is no
cal residents of the parking space own record.
more reason for meddling with the
near the Copper Kettle. As a result
• • • •
court ln this abrupt and disorderly
visitors to Rockland patronizing this Suppose a jury was impaneled in way than there would be to take
restaurant have difficulty in finding our Superior Court, here In Rockland, such action as to congress or the
a place to park their cars within a with a majority vote being required executive branch of the government.
reasonable distance.
This should to convict, and thirteen criminal The course to be followed should
not be.
cases were tried, one after the other, not be to violently disrupt or change,
Here is another squawk. I have resulting In a verdict of guilty In but, with the tremendous mandate
been informed that residents of each case, with 7 to 5 for conviction, that the president received from the
Rockland make a point of parking each individual Juror never chang- AJnerican people, he should have
their cars in Main street Saturday lng hls vote. Suppose then the judge | been willing to proceed with an
nights. They select a desirable spot admonishes the Jurors that they must amendment to the constitution,
to view the passing show, go home to pay more attention to the evidence, which would have put the matter up
supper, then return to their cars, whereupon two of the seven who have to the people, and that method,
occupying them until quite late
previously voted for conviction, now judging by the speed with which the
My housekeeper makes a trip to vote with the other five for acquittal, amendment doing away with pro
Rockland every once ln a while on resulting in nine verdicts of not hibition was adopted, would probably
a Saturday night for the purpose of guilty, each Juror voting the same not have taken much over ten
shopping. Two weeks ago she had to way in every case. Mr. Roberts asked months.
park her car at the railroad station those present if they would say, If
It Is not likely that any emergency
—the nearest available place. On such was the fact, that jurors were or crisis now exists or could exist
TO VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
this occasion parking on Main street deciding cases according to the evi that would justify such a change as
was occupied by local residents. This dence and argued that the Supreme Is proposed, other than by the or
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
is not good for business and is an Court operates under the same rules derly and systematic way of a con
injustice to store owners and out- and thelr decisions have been the stitutional amendment.
STEAMERS NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
of town shoppers.
same as the jury. He asked if those YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock, Daylight Time, every Sunday
I have never been ln Rockland on listening believed that the Court
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
a Saturday night, but I understand was deciding cases according to law
If I had my life to live again I would
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.
made a rule to read some poetry
Main street is a lively place on the and that the consitution is so ambig have
73Th-Stf
and listen to aome music at least once
last day of the week. I am not inter uous and crudely drawn, that nine a week The loss of these tastes is •
ested ln crowds. After spending the men learned In the law. can read the .loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
winter In a hotel on Broadway in same language and divide as to its
MOTHERLAND
New York City I am only too pleased meaning by a 5 to 4 vote 22 times Tonight across my senses
AIRWAYS, INC.
the perfumes of the pines.
To North Haven and Vlnalhaven
Standard Time
ALL OTHER GOODS SHARPLY REDUCED—THIS IS ALL HIGH GRADE
to return to the back road at Port in succession. He said that all un Steals
O sweeter far to homesick hearts
CHEDULED Leaves Rockland 8 and 11.45 A, M.; 3 P. M.
Clyde—"far from the maddening biased observers know that some- Than drafts of fragrant wine,
pAPI
A NF
Sundays, 9.20 A. M.; 1.40 and 5.S0 P. M.
MERCHANDISE
thing far removed from constitu-1 where s?iv»n ‘bJautle? 7el?m’
crowd's ignoble strife.”
EAPLANE
Charter trips to all points
84-lt
tlonal law, makes this conflict, and
dreams of thee come back to me,
S. Newton Broadbent.
(ERVICE
Seaplane Base Next To Public Landing.
I O Motherland of Maine
TELEPHONE 338
Port Clyde, June 13,
that if a body of laymen functioned
-Robert Rexdaie
63-tf
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WATCH THE CARS

“A CALL TO ARMS”

COURT PLAN ARGUED

Lions Hear Merits and Demerits Ably Discussed
By Roberts and Otis

WE WANTERKNOW!

DANCING

Every Friday Nite

THURS., FRI., SAT., JULY 22,23,24

SUPPER

“DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY”

NEW LOW RATES!
$2.50

SUNDAY EXCURSION JULY 18

$4.00

CLOTHING AND SHOE BARGAINS
Picked At Random

FROM THE HIGH GRADESTOCK OF THE

LEVI SEAVEY STORE THOMASTON

SPECIAL—LADIES’ SHOES, summer styles, high in quality,
low in price.................................................. 98c to $1.98
WORK PANTS................................................ $1.19 to $2.25
Men’s, Boys’ and Youth’s TENNIS SHOES. Special............. 59c
WORK SHIRTS, splendid bargains at ............................. 49c
YOUNG MEN’S TWO-PANT SUITS.................................. 8.75
BOYS’ PANTS, tough and rugged............................. 49c to 98c
SPECIAL-MEN’S WORK STOCKINGS, exceptional values.
Try a pair.................................................................. 14c

S

1

4

#1
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OBSERVER SYSTEM

TAX “FIGGERS”

ST. GEORGE MAY TIE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

But hls delight Is ln the law of
the Lord; and in his law doth he
meditate day and night.—Ps. 1:2.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, July 15, 1937

Page Two

But just Now Thomaston Is Leading In Knox
Pennant Race

alii

Internal Revenue and Income
Tax
Collections Show
Large Increase
Commissioner of Internal Revenue
Guy T. Helvering has issued a state
ment showing internal revenue col
lections for the fiscal year ended
June 30. by collection districts and
States, together with comparative

Coming Games
Waldoboro
ab r bh tb po a
Thursday, July 15—Camden at I
. Crowell, c ......
Waldoboro.
AHighways
We have just added another chapter to the
Friday. July 16—St. George at i Benner, cf. 2b
McLain, If ........ 4
j Rockport.
life story of this bank, which began July
Sergeant Francis J. McCabe, new
• • • •
Stegemann, ss (. 5
director of the Maine State Police
15, 1933.
j Jackson, rf
3
The League Standing
Highway Safety Division said Tues
The pennant race in the Knox Twi- 1 Bond, Jp. cf ...... 3
The trail Joack Aof us is not very long,
I light League reached an acute phase ! Fn'neh' 2b' P — 4
day he had arranged to continue the
I Burnheimer, lb.. 4
but it has been a busy road and we have
•'official observer system,” inaugurat
last night when St. Oeorge defeated Vannah 3b
4
made a host of loyal friends along the way.
ed during the State Highway Safety
Rockland. If it can repeat that vie- (
__________________
campaign in an effort to reduce the
tory in Rockport Friday night it will
37 3 11 11 24 11 2
Our early years have been years of prog
loss of human lives and the number
have
tied
Thomaston
in
the
first
half
Thomaston
02042010 x 9
ress. There have been obstacles to over
of accidents on the highways.
of the split season and an extra game Waldoboro ...... 00000003 0—3 ,
come, but we have traveled straight ahead,
Twq-base hits, Glover, Walker !
Under the system, certain individu
will be Tequircd. A mixup In the fig
Base on balls, off Walker 1, off Con
doing our best to render useful service to
als are selected throughout the State
ures made this paper say in Tues don 1, off Bond 2, off French 3 j
to act as "official observers” and re
the people of this community.
day's issue that St Oeorge was lead Struck out, by Walker 7, by Condon
port to the division "such violations
ing. but the Sports Editor was quickly 1, by Bond 1, by (French 4. Hit by j
We look back with pleasure upon past
ol safe driving practices as you may
disillusioned
for half a dozen Thom pitcher, Lampl. Sacrifice hits. Wood
observe." The identity of the "ob
associations, and we look forward with
cock, Bond. Umpires. Dimick and |
server" is not disclosed, and they are
aston fans phoned lo say that Thom
Tate. Scorer, Winslow.
confidence
to
the
greater
accomplishments
not requested to sign warrants or
aston had lost only two games, instead
....
which we know the future holds for us.
appear as court witnesses.
SL George 5, Rockland 3
cf three, as had been stated. Waldo
"We feel that the official observer
The Pirates arrived by piecemeal
boro dropped out of the race when it
system was exceedingly beneficial,'’
lost Tuesday night's game in Thom- at Tenant's Harbor last night, but
Sergeant McCabe said, "and we are
jaston. Here is the official standing: gave a fine account of themselves ’
very anxious to continue this activity
ROCKLAND,
CAMDEN,
UNION,
VINALHAVEN,
WARREN
W
L.
P.C. once the lineup had been read- i
under the highway safety division of
justed. The game was lost to them in
Thomaston
........
.
8
2
.800
the State police.
the first inning when Manager Sim
St. George .......... 7
2
.777
"We realize that only by the whole
mons' team fell afoul of pitcher
Waldoboro
..........
5
4
.555
1
hearted co-operation of every citizen
Stahl for four mighty swats, which
Camden ................ 3
5
.375
of the State will we be able to curb,
with the aid of a walk, netted the
Rockport .............. 3
5
.375
in some degree at least, the motor
home team three scores. It was
Rockland „............ 1
9
.100
vehicle accidents and fatalities that Senator Fernald Sends a
Hawkins' slashing single with men
Hamlin
and
Withee
Give
• • • •
occur on our streets and highways
on second and third that left St
Word of Caution To Wel
Their Boxing Show To
dally."
Thomaston 9, Waldoboro 3
George sitting pretty.
“McCabe said it was felt the sys
fare Head
morrow Night
The Thomaston team (played its Stahl settled down after that bar
tem" has been partially responsible
final game in the first half of the rage, and put up a fine pitching duel
Senator Roy L. Fernald. opponent
for the saving of 15 lives on our
Hostilities will be resumed at the
along with Colbath.
streets and highways this year over of the sales tax has addressed the Spanish Villa Friday night when Knox Twilight League season Tues
The Pirates did a little hitting of
day night, and by defeating Waldothe same period last year, and we are following letter to George W. Leadtheir own in the third inning, safeties
desirous of continuing this activity." better, Department of Health and Hamlin and Withee, Incorporated, bero 9 to 3 moved a step nearer to the
by Stahl and Heald reducing St.
put on a boxing exhibition that has
The official observers. McCabe said, Welfare :
championship.
George's lead to two points.
Federal and State funds should not all the earmarks of being a good box
“have no police powers and will re
In the flrst half of the fifth inn
The man who turned tlie trick was
be used in Maine to support case ing show.
ceive no compensation.”
Doug' Walker, who donned a uni ing the Pirates made a savage on
workers on old age assistance who
The six-round main bout offers
slaught upon Colbath. doubles by
use their position to influence the
RECENT HOT WAVE
form for the first time in many
Lord and Perry and a single by
recipients of this aid and their
Brown °f Ban8°r- who * rated
moons, and fairly dazzled the Lincoln catcher Winchenbach temporarily
Was Longest In July Since 1919 the friends to vote for or against the as the best heavyweight in Maine, and
County batters with his speed. He tying the score. A single by Simmons
Weather Officials Say
one percent sales tax, Aug. 16.
.Joe Bernie, the colored boy from
was not scored upon until the eighth and a ringtail peeler by Monaghan
The issue of Aug. 16, is not whether Augusta, who will have a word to say
again sent St. George into the lead.
The recent heat wave which lasted old age assistance and a program of about
heavyweighr busi. inning, when Waldoboro made three
The Pirates had shot their bolt
eight days, was the longest of equal Educational Equalization is to con-_
hits and was
one walk.
Nice
.... .
___ . ---------------— »given
---------------- ----in the fifth and went out one-twotlnue
in
Maine.
Both
Democrats
and
.
’
_
‘
S
n
re
'*
x>n
'
e
a
playing
by
Gay
stopped
the
visitors
’
intensity in the month of July since
Republicans are definitely commit- Ch^!ng! b>'v
■ rally in its infancy.
three in the remaining innings but
1919, records of S. D. Soule, Govern .
.
,
, , .
„
Only two pounds separate Ponzi
Thomaston's
big
inning
came
in
the
St. George added another to its list
ted to these social benefits. The j _ ,
, „ ,, .
, _
ment meteorologist, revealed.
..
Cochran of Rockland and Tommv fourth when singles were made by In the eighth on Rockland s solitary
Maine old age pension system is not _
, _
.
,,,
,
Burns ofBangor, who willappear in
In July that year, the mercury a politicalpie counter. The decision
...
.
.
... Felt, Gay. Libby and Glover. These, error, and hits by Lowell and Mackie.
,
the first semi-final, so far as weight
stayed up in the 90s for six consecu .
Lowell led all the others in hit
supplemented by a base on balls, and
Aug. 16,is up to thepeopleof Maine. .
. . . ..
.
.
.
is concerned, but the man
who
tive days, reaching 99 degrees on _
ting.
Lord got a deserved ovation
a sacrifice hit by Woodcock netted the
The taxpayers money should not ,
. , . .
. ..
,. . ,
i pounds hardest will probably be the
two of them, the records show. Start .be used. ,to pay .for political
on his long running catch.
Jealous managed outfit four runs.
propa- i „„ .
.
. . ,
ing a week ago Saturday, the latest ___ . man to win, and everybody knows
Some fine plays by Wiley. Heald,
While the game was one-sided, and
ganda Elective and appointed pub- I „__ . . ., .
, ...
„
... . , .
,
theyre both hard hitters,
heat wave did not break until Sun lie
Thomaston was never in real danger. Karl and Davidson, and. say boys.
officials should realize they are ' _
,
. ,. , . .
.,.
.
.
.
L,.
The second semi-final brings an- there was an abundance of good, and wasn't that double play by Heald,
day. 95 being the highest mark public
servants and not public para
other Rockland boy to the fore, and £Ven brilhant
certainly lhe Karl and SulUvan a peach?
reached.
sites.
this would be Walter Reynolds, who
Other long periods of hot weather
The score:
outstanding feature was the throw
This is intended as no personal,
from the drop of the hat. Frinearing that of last week were in public or political criticism of you fights
SL George
made
by
Bond,
who
caught
Wood

a
, . .
.
?
iday nl$ht he will meet George Minor
ab r bh tb po a
1929 when there was an eifht day t
cock's fly in Centerfield and nailed
I do, however, respectfully ask you to of Gardlner
stretch of torrid weather though not caution all your subordinates con
Moody at the plate. So perfect was Smith, c, 3b ..... 5 1112 2
so hot as last week, three days in cerning these fundamental princi [ The prelims call for a meeting be the throw that Crowell, the Waldo- Davidson, lb
2 10
4
tween Casey Jones of Rockland and
1929 when there was an eight day ples of good government.
Wiley,
ss
..........
3
I boro catcher, did not have to move
the Kentucky Kid of Augusta: and
from his tracks. Another brilliant Simmons, 3b. 2b 4
another
between
K
O.
Briely
of
Bel
WAS MAID OF HONOR
play was Benner s one-hand catch of Monaghan.2b.cf.if 3
fast and Young Mitchell of Bangor.
Gay s liner. Benner, by the way. was Lowell, tf, cf ...... 4
Amelia Earhart Served Thus at Wed
, having a profitable night, for he led Hawkins, rf ..... 4
ding of One Time Rockland Resi
Peterson,
cf ..... 1
Harold Kaler of Washington ag“ bvX Arrows and^heTxe- 60111 teama at bal with four hlt5'
u
dent
\
turning in a perfect fielding Mackie, c ......... 3
Again Seeks Pardon From cutivc councilors, following a hear , game—and lots of persiflage.
\ Colbath, p ........ 4
Col. Porter H Adams of Boston
ing on hls petition.
|
New attention was attracted to :
—
State
Prison
at whose wedding in 1931 Amelia
In his new petition, which said
35 5 11 13 27 12
young Woodcock, the Thomaston first,
Earhart served as maid of honor,
Rockland
For the second time within the he was committed in February of < baseman, who accepted all of his 15 j
ab r bh tb po a
said Monday, ‘‘it would be interesting past several weeks. Harold B. Kaler this year, Kaler expressed his be ' chances. The southpaw guardian of
lief that "the six months served
, the first sack is making a hit.
Lord, cf ........ — 5 112 3 0
to know" why she attempted the of Washington, sentenced to one and ,
of the sentence have sufficiently!
” .
„ ., . .
,
, . .
, .
The two Rockland boys. Glover and Heald. ss .......... 4
world-girdling flight that has end one-half to three years in State
punished
me,
and
further
lncarcera_
_
,
Prison on a larceny charge, yester ,
,
Gay. gave a fine account of them- Perry, Ob
4
ed in mystery.
tion only adds to the mental and; ,
. „
...
. . ' .
,,
,
day
filed
a
pardon
petition
with
. , , ,
.
. ,
,
, selves, and Felt wasi ecstatic oveT his Putnam, If....... 1
"Amelia is a great girl,” Adams
psychological
undermining
of
m&
’
;
Thomas, If ......
.
sudden return to batting powers,
continued, "but her aviation career Secretary of State's department.
and physical stamina.
m
The records of the Secretary of morale
F D.Wlnchbch.c
had been great enough without this
..t » ... w
....
The
score:
I feel, he said in the petition, j
Spofford, 2b ...
effort. Even if the flight were suc State's department showed Kajer "that any opposition from my fel-'
Thomaston
cessful it would have been merely a
Karl. 2b
ab r bh tb po a
low townsmen is decidedly biased and
3 10
Sullivan, lb
4
case of gilding the lily.
4 11113
Gay, ss ........
without humane consideration."
0 0
FK.Wlnchbch, rf 3
"It would be interesting to know
Kaler was convicted in November. Libby, If ............ 3
who or what circumstances persuad
Putnam, rf ....... 1
1936. according to his petition, which Robinson, If .... 1
ed Miss Earhart to attempt the
Stahl, p ............ 4
will be given consideration August Glover, 2b ........ 5
flight.”
Simmons,
cf
.....
5
4. by the Governor and councilors
36 3 a 11 24 9 1
when other petitions are scheduled Lampi. rf.......... 1
! St. George ...... 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 x—5
THE BLIEBERRY CROP
Moody,
rf
........
2
to be heard.
Rockland ........ 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0—3
Pelt. 3b ............ 3
Chief Soule Says That It Will Be Of
Two-base hits, Monaghan, H Low
Landlady—"I see your cup of tea Bucklin, c .... ... 2
Excellent Quality
ell, Lord, (Perry, Sullivan. Base on
0 15
on a chair, Mr. Boarder. A peculiar Woodcock, lb
balls, off Colbath 1, off Stahl 2.
1930 Ford Roadster
3 0
place to put it!”
' Walker, p ....
Maine's 1937 blueberry crop, A. M.
Struck out, by Colbath 7, by Stahl 4.,
0(
0 0
Mr. Boarder—"Not at all, it's so Condon, p ....
G. Soule, chief of the inspection
1930 Essex Sedan
Double play, Heald, Karl and Sulliweak I put it there to rest.'—Hart-1
division of the Maine Department of
j van. Umpires, Barter and Mosher.
1930 Ford Coupe
133 9 11 13 27 13
Agriculture said Tuesday will be of
ford Courant.
[ Scorer. Winslow.
1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
"excellent quality.”
• • • •
Soule's prediction was made fol
I The
Camden - Rockport
game
1929 Ford Tudor
lowing his return from a three days’
(scheduled to be played in Camden
1929 Ford Roadster
trip to Washington county where he
j Tuesday night did not materialize, on
made “quite a careful examination
You may buy a
1929 Nash Sedan
I account of wet grounds The Reekof the fields and an inspection of the
port players were a bit ruffled about
higher-priced car this
1929
Whippet
Sedan
whole blueberry area.”
: it because, it is said, they had no
year—but—smoke Marvels
1929 Whippet Coupe
Soule made no estimate of the
(notice until they saw it on the Cam
number of bushels of blueberries ex
and
you’ll see no reason to
den billboard.
1929 Roosevelt Sedan
pected to be harvested this season.
smoke
a
higher-priced
cigarette.
1928
Oldsmobile
Coach
The number of bushels brought last
ST. GEORGE INCLUDED
year, he said, totaled 176,569. The
Stcphano Bros.. Phlla.; Pa.
1928 Oldsmobile Sedan
number of cases canned was 226,624,
Highway construction projects in
1928 Buick Sedan
according to Soule who said 730,486
Bucksport. Northport and St. George
1928 Pontiac Sedan
pounds of fresh berries were frozen.
were planned today by the Maine
"There apparently is a marked ac
State Highway Commission The com
1928 Chrysler Sedan
tivity on the part of fresh berry buy
mission announced lt proposed to
1927 Buick Coach
ers in the State this season,” Soule
build 1.66 miles of bituminous ma
said.
1927 Chrysler Sedan
cadam surface in Bucksport, 2.53
• • • •
miles of gravel surface in Northport,
Almost three million elm trees have
and 165 miles of similar surface in
Prices Right
been destroyed in the fight to con- !
WORTH
St. George. Construction work will
trol the Dutch elm disease. Twentystart as soon as the contracts have
Others Priced to $725
eight hundred scouts in New York,
been awarded, the commission said.
New Jersey, and Connecticut will
this summer cover 7400 square miles
ROCKPORT
ln those states, 16 outside areas,
The
First
(Nntional Store was en
and 12.000 miles of railroad over
tered Tuesday night and robbed of
which infected logs were hauled, to
RANKIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
a large quantity of cigarettes,
search out diseased trees,

Is To Be Continued For Bene
fit of Safer Driving On the

4 Candles on Our Birthday Cake

■■■■

figures for the fiscal year 1936. The 52b to $592,301,432, an increase of
collections for the fiscal year just 60.878,906 The collection of social
closed
aggregated
$4,652.504.106,\ security taxes became effective for
compared with 3.520,208.381 for the the flrst time during the fiscal year
previous fiscal year, an increase of, 1937, total receipts from that source
$1,132,295,725.
! amounting to $265,755,938.
Income tax collections rose from' Miscellaneous taxes accounted for
1,412938.308 to $2,149,381,140, an in- the remainder of the Increase in in*
crease of 736,442.845. Excess profits ternal revenue taxes for the fiscal
taxes increased from $14,509,290 to year 1937, collections from this
24967.118. a gain of $10,457,828. source amounting to $1,495,691,999
Liquor taxes jumped from $525,422,-j for 1936 and $1,620,098,467 for 1937.

——

i

with
the same vegetables i
day . . . not when we offer such a great
variety of young, tender, crisp vegetables and firm ripe fruit.

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

SQUARED CIRCLE

TO LEADBETTER

SECOND ATTEMPT

LOW PRICED

mflRVCLS

BCH. 5/|
Native Beets
Native Cabbage
4/
String Beans 5 QTS. 25/
Tomatoes
2 LBS. 19/
LOE.
NATIVE CAULIFLOWER HDS. 17/
PK. 25/
POTATOES

Celery, Lima Beans, Egg Plant, Plums, Honey
Balls, Cantaloupe, Raspberries, Blueberries, Let
tuce, Grapefruit, Lemons, Applfes, Juicy Oranges,
Sweet Potatoes, Summer Squash, New Turnip,
Broccoli.

A TASTE-THRILL
That Never Ages

Swift's Country Roll

lr.
Sully Aged

24'j LB.
BAG
Southern Queen

FLOUR

WATERMELONS
WHOLE

HALF

17/ 29/ 49/

89c

QT.
BOT,
Sweet Mixed

-29c

PICKLES

|”S33c

Spring Lamb Fore Quarters

■■» 15/

Armour’s Evaporated Milk
4 tins 25/
tin 11/
Pork Roast,
lb30c Early June Peas—1937 Pack
B. & G. String Beans
tin 10/
Top Round Steak, ' lb 29c
Rump Steak,
lb29c SUGAR
10 lbs 49/
Cubed Steak,
lb29c
Snider’s Vegetable Soup
6 tins 25/
.All These Steaks Are Cut I'rom
WEETABIX
2 pkgs 23/
Western Beef
Scott’s Towels
roll 10/
BONELESS
LB.
2 Ig pkgs 39/
CHIPSO
Pot Roast
Cracker Jacks
3 pkgs 10/
BONELESS
Swift’s Tomato Juice
I.B.
3 tins 23/
Veal Roast
Campbell’s Tomato Soup
3 tins 20/
Ig jar 25/
BACON u. 23/ Chicken and Egg Noodles
FLY-TOX Fly Spray
8 oz bot 17/

Chuck Roast,

lb18c

25c
25c

Underwood’s
Sardines 2 tins

13c

In Oil—In Mustard—In Tomato Sauce

Dole's Pineapple
Spears

FRESH DAILY ARRIVALS

Oriental Fruit
Cake
each
Suns/iine

s,19c

Delirious Long Strips of Hawaiian
Pineapple

Swordfish

17c

mimiiia
WHEAT

(MAL FOR A HOT MY

STRICTLY FRESH
CUT TO SUIT

2

9<|
|||

|PK4i!*(!

| BUTTER. THINS
LB.

23/
tin 15c

Underwood’s Black Bean Soup

7Ae CIGARETTE of Qualify
CR0WIN6»^

E

25c

CHEESE

Serve one of our
sweet watermcl ons tonight and
give the boys .A
treaL

QUARTER

BUTTER 2 . ns 69c

TH£ C0MPL6T6 FOOD STORGS

•t

F3

Every-Other-Day

8

M

T

W
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TALK OF THE TOWN

The lovely delicate pink rambler
roses which grace the editorial rooms
of this paper, incidentally delighting
the public as well, proves Miss Edna
Payson as adept in supervising a gar
den as she is in the subscription field.
——
t ’
Yielding to the pressure of an
aroused public, the directors of Com
munity Chest have reversed their re
cent decision, hence there will be a
campaign this summer and the detailsiare now being drafted.

M. E. WOTTON & SON
DEPARTMENT STORE

10 Special Items

Paluel J. Flagg, M. D., of New York
city, chairman of the committee on
resuscitation of the American Medical
Association will give a short talk and
demonstration on resuscitation on
Friday at ,11 a. m. daylight time at the
Knox County Hospital. All members
oi the County Medical Societies are
invited.

For This Week-End

COMING' NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
All Colom
July 16—Port Clyde—Open meeting ot
Regular $1.59 value
Library Association
July 17—Union—Field Day of 4-H
The annual meeting of the Knox
$1.00
Club at Fair Grounds.
July 21—Waldoboro—Past Grand and Memorial Association will be held at
Past Noble Grand Association of KnoxLlncoln Counties meets with Mrs. Clar Montpelier, Saturday, July 24 at 10
BATHING SUITS
ence Benner.
a. m. daylight saving time, for the
Regular S2.98 Value
July 22—Friendship—Carnival,
aus
election of officers and other busi
pices Parent-Teacher Ass'n.
$1.98
July 23—Warren—Bl-centennlal anni ness. During the day, open house
versary ball at Glover hall
July 24—Thomaston—Annual meeting; will be held at Montpelier and approof Knox Memorial Association;
priate exercises will be conducted be
DIMITY PAJAMAS
house at •'Montpelier."
July 27—Camden—Garden Club and ginning at 2 p. m.
flower show at Opera House.
Regular $1.25 Value
July 28—Downie Brothers’ Circus.
July 28 — Rockport — Fair of Baptist
The management of Strand The
94c
Ladles Circle.
July 28—<7 45) Thomaston—Baptist atre request that its patrons come
Church annual supper and concert
early and get a seat to see “Moun
EXTRA SIZE GLOVE-RAY
July 29—Waldoboro—Annual fair of
tain Music" with Bob Burns and
CBEPE
Susannah Wesley Society
July 29- -Tenants Harbor—Fair of Martha Raye. This is the most pop
Puritan Rebekah Lodge
SLIPS
Aug 3—Lawn party of 8t. Bernard's ular mountaineer musical comedy of
Parish, corner Broadway and Main the year and is playing to capacity
Kant-Rip Seam
street.
Aug. 4-7—Rockport—Carnival Regatta. houses ln all large cities. This fea
$1.25
Aug. 5—Bangor News' Amateur boxing ture ls being shown today, Friday
tournament ln Rockland
Aug 10—Rockport—Open meeting of and Saturday.
HEAVY QUALITY GABARDINE
Gard-n Club at Miss Marlon Weidman's
Aug 10—Glen Cove—Field Day of
SLACKS
District 12, O.EJS. at Grange hall.
The new aircraft carrier Yorktown
Aug 10—Reunion of Rockland High
arrived
at
this
port
early
Tuesday
$1.00
8chool Class of 1912 at Camden Yacht
Club
night and went on the standardiza
Aug. 11—Owls Head—Church fair.
Aug 11—Martinsville—Fair of Ladles tion course off Monroe's Island up
Circle at Grange hall.
on the arrival of the Trial Board.
Aug 16—Maine's Speclal Election.
Aug 17—Rockland Garden Club Flow The standardization trials are being
er Show.
Aug 18-19—Thomaston—Annual Le continued today, after which there
PLEASANT POINT
gion Fair ot Williams-Brazier Post.
will be the usual series of deep sea
Rev. Hubert Pulsiver of St. John's
Atg? 19—State Field Meeting of Knox runs to test the ship's speed, en
Academy of Arts and Sciences. If stormy
Episcopal Church in Thomaston will
first pleasant day.
durance and economy.
Rockland
hold church services Sunday at the
Aug 19—Warren—Annual mid-summer
will continue the base during these
concert at Baptist Church.
schoolhouse at 2.30 daylight. Every-

trials which will last several days
Miriam (Rebekah Lodge meets Tues longer. The Yorktown ls the larg
day at 7.30.
est craft (not ln displacement, how
ever) which has ever come to the
William Cross has Joined The Cou
Rockland course, and many other
rier-Gazette staff as a member of
observers will probably feel as did
the mechanical department.
Glenn Lawrence, who thought it
Arthur Merrow has joined the staff was Monroe's Island he saw moving
of Lady Knox Beauty Shop and will over the course. Capt Joseph Kemp
brought the craft up the coast from
take up his duties there July 19.
Newport News, Va., and Is acting as
Mrs. Carl R. Gray of Omaha and navigating officer during the trials.
Cushing, prominently identified with The Board of Inspection and Survey
religious work, will be the speaker is headed by Rear Admiral H. L.
Bunser.
at tomorrow’s Rotary meeting.

The installation of the Auxiliary
Mrs. Forest Pinkerton and children
William and Helen, are guests for to American Legion was held Mon
several weeks of relatives in Port day night, Mrs. Ella Hyland officiat
ing impressively as installing offi
land and Biddeford.
cer. Both Mrs. Hyland and Mrs.
Lawrence Crockett has employ Adah Roberts, retiring president,
ment at the Aroostook Mutual Fire were presented gifts from auxiliary
Insurance Co.'s office. He expects to members, and refreshments were
be transferred to the Portland office served to a large audience. The offi
in the fall.
cers elected, included: President. Mrs.
Minnie Smith; senior vice president,
The schedule for the second half Mrs. Katherine Libby; Junior vice
of the spilt season series ln the Knox president, Mrs. Grace Kirk; secretary
Twilight League will appear In Sat Mrs. Bernice Jackson; treasurer,
urdays Issue, The new series begins Mrs. Ella Hyland; chaplain, Mrs.
Bunday.
Ann Alden; sergeant-at-arms. Mrs.
Amelia Kinney. The appointed com
Always ihavlng in mind the com
mittees for the year were: Executive,
fort and (pleasure of others, L. E
Mrs. Hazel Haskell, Mrs. Corinne Ed
McRae has built at Crescent Beach
wards, Mrs. Ida Huntley; child wel
a 40-foot wooden pier, attached to
fare, Mrs. Geneva Richardson, Mrs.
which are three wooden floats extend
Edwards; activities. Mrs. Katherine
ing about 45 feet farther. The new
Libby, Mrs. Adah Roberts; Fidac,
arrangement affords an excellent
Miss Mary Haskell; legislative, Mrs.
landing place lo rail kinds of boats,
Ida Huntley; Americanism. Mrs
and a happy resort for the kids who
Bernice Staples; membership Mrs.
go in bathing. The pier projects
Minnie Smith; dining-room, Mrs.
landing place for all kinds of boats,
Ann Alden; rehabilitation, Mrs.
cottage.
Susie Lamb; war orphans, Mrs. Evely St. Clair; kitchen, Mrs. Hyland
Sheldon's Bus will run to Breezeand Mrs. Smith; music, Mrs. Grace
mere Saturday night at the usual
Kirk
A series of picnics and so
time.—adv.
84* lt
cials will take place periodically
through the summer.

Cash receipts from sales of prin
cipal farm products in the North At
lantic regions were up 9 percent this
May compared with last. Only Ver
mont and Rhode Island showed de
creases in May, due to smaller mar
ketings of potatoes and eggs and
slightly lower prices of dairy
products.

Ambulance Service

BURPEE’S
Morticians
TELS. 450 AND 781-1

361-365 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
119-tf

DISH TOWELS
5 for $1.00
PART LINEN

DISH TOWELS
10 for $1.00
FULL FASHIONED

HOSE
(Guaranteed Perfect)
Full line of colors and sizes

63c pair
LGE. SIZE HEAVY CHENILLE
Fast Color

RUGS

,

Regular $1.98

$1.69

,
j
i

Take special note of this page on
Saturday and look for splendid val
ues offered by Al's Hairdressing Sa
lon and Economy Beauty Shop. These
advertisements are also notable be
cause of their artistic beauty. They
run weekly. Watch for them.—adv.

Legal Notice
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
Sealed proposals addressed to the
State Highway Commission. Augusta.
Maine, for building three sections ot
State Highway will be received by the
Commission at Its offlce ln the State
House. Augusta. Maine until 1000 A
M. (Eastern Standard Time) July 28.
1937. and at that time and place publicly
opened
Bituminous Macadam Surface,
one section; F A. Project No 91-A.
Bucksport, length 166 miles Gravel
Surface, two sections; F. A Projects
No 104-b and No. 104-1. Northport (one
contract), length 2 53 miles and F. A.
Project No. 371-A. St George, length
1 95 miles. The attention of the bidder
ls directed to the Speclal Provisions
covering subletting or assigning the
contract and to the use of Domestic
Materials The minimum wage paid to
all skilled labor employed on these
contracts shall be not less than 80
cents per hour. The minimum wage
paid to all labor, Intermediate grade
employed on these contracts shall be
less than 50 cents per hour. The min
imum wage paid to all unskilled labor
employed on these contracts shall be not
not less than 40 cents per hour. Each
proposal must be made on the blank
forms provided by the Commission for a
copy of which a payment of one dollar
will be required, and must be accom
panied by a certified check for one
thousand (*1.000) dollars payable to
the Treasurer of the State of Maine
Plans may be seen and forms of spec
ifications and contract may be obtained
from the office of the Commission, Au
gusta. The right ls reserved to reject
any or all proposals.
MAINE STATE HIGHWAY
COMMISSION

Augusta. Maine. July 14. 1937.

8il»

Rockland Breakwater:
Mr. and
Mrs. E. K. Leighton of Rockland and
Miami are oo a cruise to BaT Harbor.
Guests on their yacht are Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Mains, Maplewood, N. J..
and Mrs. J. F. Shanley, 3d, Short
Hills, |N. J., (who are guests at The
Samoset.
• . • •
I
Winners of the putting tournament I
were Mr. «ind Mrs. J. Scott Fowler. |
Philadelphia; Mrs. Stuart W. Buck,
Rydal; Mrs. J. W. E.Bayly, Louisville.
Vincent R. Schenck entertained at
cocktails Saturday night. Mrs. An
drew McBurney, Philadelphia, gave a
bridge party Saturday night at her
cottage. Jdr. and Mrs. J. Scott Fow
ler gave a dinner party. Among the
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Stuart
Buck and Mrs. Andrew McBurney,
Philadelphia.
• • • •
Arrivals include Miss Anna A. Lo
gan, Miss Florence L. Logan, Brook
lyn; Mr. and Mrs. John A. (Harriss,
New |York; |Mr. land Mrs. A. Lynn
Baker, Miss Marion Baker. Aberdeen,
Maryland; Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Wil
cox. Philadelphia; Mr. and Mrs. W.
Stroh. Jr.. Orange, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Higgins, Lowell; Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin iY. Hyde, Miss Martha (Hyde,
Miss Betty Callahan, Germantown.
Penn.

floW

SALE OF

COTTON DRESSES
The price has broken on better Cotton

Dresses and we have been waiting for it.
*

able savings on to you.
3$:

► -

Dark Linens, regular 2.98

Smart Sport Dressei, regular 5.95

$3.98
Sizes for misses and women

“It’s Smart to Save”
%3$&S£jSENTER CRANE COMPANY]

And What It May Mean To
Some Knox County Boy
August 5

WITHOUT LIMIT

The time has come to “summerize” your home. Let us help you

to comfort and relaxation during the warm days to come

SUMMERIZE
AT HOME, AT CAMP
AT SEASHORE

Doctors
Dentists
Lawyers

ATTENTION!

PLANTS

DIED

EUGLEY—At Waldoboro. July 13. George
A. Eugley. aged 78 years. 7 months. 21
days Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock
daylight from residence. Interment ln
Burns cemetery.
SPEAR—In Augusta, July 9, Adelbert
Spear of Warren, aged 62 years, 5
months. 25 days
BENSON—At Camden. July 13. Katie,
widow of Warren Beneon, aged 79
years. 5 months. 3 days
Funeral
Thursday at 11 o'clock from the Good
funeral home.
LANNING—At Bangor. July 11, Clara
Lanning, aged 76 years Committal
services at Lincolnville Center,

Visit Our Summer Section
and Make Your Choice

Learn the amazing amount of dimmer comfort you can get for self, family and

guests from a ridiculously small investment in Hassocks, all shapes and sizes;
Lawn and Porch Chairs, Lawn Umbrellas, Reclining Shaded Chairs, snappy Can
vas Stools (low as 80c), Croquet Sets (low as $1.29), and literally hundreds of

delightful summer surprises—Couch Hammocks, Gliders, Swings, Hammocks.

We have DRAUENAS and SMALL
PALMS suitable and durable for
Office and Waiting Room deco
ration. You'll be surprised at the
“air” they will give. Come in!

MORRIS-CROCKETT—At Tenant's Har
bor. July 10. by Rev Newa’.l P Smith. I
Charles Morris and Mies Katherine E
Crockett, both of Tenant's Harbor.

AMBULANCE SERVICE

“SILSBY’S”

Russell Funeral Home

FLOWER SHOP

TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
98tf

Laces, and Eyelets, regular 1.98

THE LUCKY PUNCH

Boys, do you want to turn a lucky
punch Into $1,000,000? Then file
your entry and join the Bangor Daily
News Amateur tournament which
will be held in Rockland. Aug. 5.
A victory in your class means a
trip to Bangor with all expenses
paid. There you will compete for
a State title and the major awards.
It may be your start to pugilistic
heights. Silly, you say? Far from
i it Joe Louis started in the amaI teur tournaments, as did Al MoCoy.
Jim Braddock, Lou Ambers, world's
lightweight champion, Tony Canj zoneri and a host of others too nu
merous to mention.
First of all, it’s important that
you obtain an entry blank today
and fill it out. Write for one at the
CLARK ISLAND
Information has been received News Office. They will be in lead
Mrs. Andrew Crowe and children from headquarters. U. S. Marine i ing stores in your town too, Read
of Washington, R. I., are at their
Corps, Washington, D. C . that the it carefully and be sure you put
cottage for the remainder of the _
t
.
...
i down your exact weight. Then mail
Corps has not been recruited up to!
.
..
„
_
„
summer.
*
| it to the News office. Exchange
Mr. and Mrs. John Meehan and ite authorized strength. As a result , street Bangori Malne.
children ol Philadelphia are in town. the district headquarters at Boston
a word about your conditioning,
Mrs. Meehan has had the lower floor has been authorized to recruit. Do plenty of road work—one mile
of the new boarding house remodelled
without limit, ambitious young men thc ^rst day and bring it up to
and will use it as a summer kome.
three miles after a week. The pro
Mrs. George Baum has returned of the required physical, mental and cedure is to alternate brisk walks
from a week's stay ln Foxboro. Mass, moral qualifications.
with short running sprints. Shadow
where she was guest of Miss Myrtle
To qualify an applicant mast be boxing, plenty of it. will prove In
Merrill.
between seventeen and thirty years of valuable to you. Concentrate on the
Miss Dolly Johnson is a patient at
age; neither under 64 inches nor over left jab. Don't waste all your en
Knox Hospital.
ergy with your right hand. Improve
Miss Marian Larson has employ 74 inches in height and ln good your foot work—your legs play an
ment at the Copper Kettle, Rock physical condition An applicant is important role in the fight game..
land.
required to furnish references as to
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Baum and character and education. If under
son are guests of Mrs. Baum's par- * 21 years old consent papers signed by
ents in South Thomaston.
parents or guardian, must be fur
nished.
Young men who can meet the fore
TENANTS HARBOR
going requirements will do well to
The St. George baseball team investigate the benefits of educa
goes to Bath Sunday to play the tion. travel and adventure offered
Bath Iron Works.
by the United States Marine Corps.
Far further Information call or
BORN
write the United States Marine Corps
KIMBALL—At Rockland. July 11, to Mr.
Brighten your offices with—
and Mrs Walter Kimball, a daughter. Recruiting Station, 736 New PostSharon Ruth.
office building. Boston. Mass. where ,
CROWELL—At Waldoboro, July 5. to Mr inquiries will be cheerfully answered ,
and Mrs. Charles Crowell, a son. Gar
land Loring.
by men of long and various service
AXTELL— At Knox Hospital. July 8. to ln the Corps.

MARRIED

tr*.
/

WALDO THEATRE

Mr. and Mrs Perley Axtell, a daugh
ter.

k

And we are glad to pass these remark

• 4 4 4

j Mrs. Stinson of Cooper Island enRAYON GOWNS
i tertained ten guests at luncheon to
day.
AND PAJAMAS
• •••
Special Lot
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A. P. MacKinnon of
$1.00
Winchester gave a cocktail party, en
tertaining Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Pieper
of(New York and Mr. and Mrs. J. G
Woodworth of St. Paul, Minn.
• • • •
W. S. Wilcox of Philadelphia is at
Kidney Pond on a week's fishing trip.
Mrs Wilcox will remain here during
Mr. Wilcox's absence.
•• • •
John Barbey and Howard Hoff.
Reading. Penn., arrived yesterday for i
the season. Other guests include!
“MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY" Emory S. Bastard, Guy Forbush. An- j
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
dover; Mrs. C. C. Hendrickson.]
Daylight Saving Time
Queens Village.
Pauline Ricker.
THURSD'Y-FRID'Y. JULY 15-16
Evenings 7 and 9

one ls invited, Including summer ]
visitors.
Homer Evans of Springfield, Ohio,
is 'visiting at W. W. Hall’s.
Callers Tuesday at Lawrence Stimpson's were Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Rastall of New (Brunswick, N. J„ Herbert
Stlmpson and Bernard Davis of Port
Clyde, Mrs. Mary Cooper and sons ]
Richard. Lawrence and Alan, and
“Ti e Prince and the
daughter Margaret of Wayne, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Joy of Camden
Pauper”
were supper guests Sunday at L. O. j THE MAUCH TWINS
and ERROL FLYNN
Young's.
Laurice Nicholson of Monhegan was
SATURDAY, JULY 17
a visitor here for a few days recently.
Matinee 2.30. Evening 7 and 9
Mrs. Walter Irish and daughter
“King and the Chorus
Beverly have returned home, having
Girl”
spent the past week with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Seavey. Mr.
JOAN BLONDELL and
FERNAND GRAVET
Irish motored here for them Sunday.
“GOLF MISTAKES"
Weekend callers at W. W. Hall's in
with PETE SMITH
cluded Mrs. Edith (Preston and Mrs.
Harry WintorUof Chelsea, Mass., and
SUNDAY, JULY 18
Mir. and Mrs. Bert Cox of Marblehead,
Matinee 220. Evening 7 and 9
Mass.
“PARNELL”
Mis Margaret McKnight of the As
MYRNA
LOY. CLARK GARLE
sociation for Rural Religious Educa
Benefit
Performance
tion held a meeting last Thursday at
Mrs. Dorothy Seavey's.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Bodman and
son of .Rockland were at the F. A.
Flinton home Sunday on a visit.
Walter (Davol and Madeline Davol Marine Corps Will Take
of Manchester, N. H., were recent
Ambitious Young Men of
visitors at the homes of relatives and
the Right Sort
friends here.

SOUTH WARREN

Members of the B. H. Club enjoyed
a covered dish supper Tuesday at the
home of Mrs. Annie Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gardner of
Rockport were callers Sunday at L.
S Copeland's.
Mrs. Iiola Harlow and Miss Merle
Giles of Beverly, Mass. have been re
cent guests at George Lermond's.
Accompanied by Mrs. Lermond they
motored Wednesday to Bar Harbor.
Sumner Leadbetter accompanied
Edwin Lermond of Jefferson on a
trip Tuesday to Boston.
Mrs. Mabel Jordan of Rockland
spent Sunday at W. K. Jordan's.

ALL LINEN

NEGLIGEES
ORIENTAL

AT THE SAMOSET

J r-l r-l rJ rJ r-l rJ ck- i r-l rJ r-l r- JrJ rl ^

JULY
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TEL 318-W
371 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
.
84-85

VISIT OUR STORE TODAY

BURPEE FURNITURE GO.
361 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE,

TELEPHONE 390
yj 1 j r-11 -■ r-11 -I i J fjfJj -I r-l r-i f-1 rTJjJijrJf L
i

Ev«ry-Other-Daf
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SPRUCE } -JE1AD ISLAND *ng and aft'erward called »t The Cen-

WARREN

ROCKLAND CORNS

(^SNAPSHOT GUIL

tury and The Friendly Home.
_____
AND CALLOUSES
The food sale Friday at 2 daylight,
Weekend guests at Rockledge Inn
Harold Robbins was at his cotunder
auspices of the Forget-me-not
were Miss Caroline Winslow of tage Sunday.
DISAPPEAR
END-O-CORN came to town a few Girl Scout Troop, will be held in the
Allston. Mass. Mr. and Mrs. T. H.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Maynard of
SEEING THINGS AT NIGHT
week ago and since then hundreds building next the Masonic block.
Johnson and daughter Jennie of East Milton. Mass., spent the weekof men and women have entirely got
Callers Sunday at the home ot Mr.
Winchester, Mass. Those registered end at Sunset Camp.
ten rid of their corns and callouses.
for a longer period: Misses Julia and
Mrs. Elizabeth Burpee. Miss MarHard or Soft Corns. Corns on the top and Mrs. Charles Conant were Mrs.
or bottom of the feet, or horny old Julia Morse and son John Chaples of
Anna Kleiman of Pittsburg. Penn., tha Wight, Miss Annie Frost and Alcallouses disappear, and pain stops in Appleton.
Mrs L. Miller of Ridgewood, N. J.; vary Gay of Rockland were callers
stantly when END-O-CORN is used.
George S Buzzard of East Ridge- last Thursday on Mr. and Mrs.
Weekend guests of Mr ana Mrs
It never fails
wood. N. J.; Misses E. and A. Gritzner Charles Hoyt.
The Corner Drug Store sells END- Charles Wilson and Mr. and Mrs.
of New York city, N Y.; Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Hawes and children
O-CORN Worth $50 Costs 50c
Andrew Wilson were Mrs. Angust
Mrs Charles Holden of Hanover, N. Priscilla and Norma, Miss Edith
Anderson and daughter, Mr. and
H.
Hawes. Mrs. Marion Alden and
Mrs. John Smith all of East Doug
Lookout Lodge and The Friendly daughter Priscilla were at The Cenlass, Mass.
ROCKPORT
Home have each had a radio in- tury last Thursday on a visit,
Mrs. Florence Oxton and daughter
stalled recently
Miss Lotte McLaughlin and Mrs.
Avis,
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. |
Mrs. Lester Shibles motored to Ft.
The first trailer parked on Ocean ^'P*1 Wentworth called Tuesday on
Fairfield Sunday and on returning Vernon Packard ln Ogunquit.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Davis of
View point this summer was seen Mrs. Ruth Spear
Monday was accompanied by her
Waterville, have been spending a few
last Thursday night bearing a Con-1 Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Gatcombe
niece Eva Plark of Ft. Fairfield who
and son John of Rockland were vis
days at the Davis homestead. While
necticut number plate.
will remain with her for the summer.
itors Friday at Mr. and Mrs. Charles
in town, accompanied by Mr and
Mrs Shibles' mother motored with
Mrs. Callie Silck and Mrs. Estelle i Hoyt's.
Mrs Frank L. Davis, they were call
them to Bangor where she will re
Ferry were guests Friday of Mr. and
Basil Winchenbaugh. Mrs. Herman
ers in Rockland on Mrs. Mary Keizer,
main for a time before coming here
Mrs. F. D Rowe in Warren.
Winchenbaugh, Madam
Cheney
and Mr. and Mrs. I. J Shuman.
William Ripley. Mr. and Mrs. Wil and companion sailed Sunday to
1 for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hewison of
liam Ripley. Jr., and Cora Gray 0*1^. Clyde
The Loyalty Class of the Baptist Portland had as guests Sunday at
Arlington. Mass . are to occupy the
Mfs
Boardman Mrs Her.
Sunday School Mrs. Hazel Cain | the Libby Homestead Farm. Capt. 1
Larrv Crabbe introduces a new note in hi-jacking in the abave scene from
Whispering Spruces for the next
porter &nd daughter Qf Wa]do.
teacher, will hold an ice cream and and Mrs Robert A McLean, anti “Forlorn River,’ Zane Grey outdoor romance which comes for Friday ami
two weeks
candy sale this afternoon on the children Roy and Erma, and friend. J Saturday. He is assisted by Syd Saylor, the man holding the bag. His vicboro. Mrs. E K. Winchenbach. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Osgood Dean of i
i church lawn.
Estelle Newbert. Miss Ella Copeland.
all of Chatham. N. B. Capt. McLean tim is Lew Kelly. The cast also includes June Martel and Harvey Stephens,
Millis, Mass., has hired the Fales Mrs. Leila Smalley. Mary Lakeman
**•
.
Mrs. Edgar P. Shibles arrived has bought the four masted schoon- i —adv.
cottage for two weeks. They have of Thomaston were recent callers on
Tuesday from Mt. Vernon, N. Y. to er Reine Marie Stewart, tied up at i —
......
as guests Mr. and Mrs. Paul L. Wil Mrs. John E. Dodge.
1 spend the summer at her home on ; the bridge in Thomaston, and folliams of Montclair. N. J.
Beech street.
Beth Haines spent the weekend at
lowing repairs will sail on her in ten
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Stackpole her cottage, where Helen Harlow
Photographing lightning preaenti no problem other than patiently waiting
days.
While in South Warren, they
Mr
and
Mrs.
Frank
Salisbury
and
for the flash with the lent open, the camera stationary. At the top—A night
and son Charles spent Sunday at was a caller Saturday.
Mrs. Effie Salisbury spent Sunday stayed overnight at the home of Mrs.
picture
made
with
an
exposure
of
25
minutes
at
f.8
on
chrome
type
film.
Stony Crest cottage
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Hoyt of
It’s probable that a shorter exposure would have sufficed.
with Mr. and Mrs. John Salisbury at Ada Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel C Crockett, sons South Union are visiting their niece
Horace P. Maxey, and Frank D.
their camp at Hobb's Pond.
15
2 3
1
8
4
b 7
OUTDOORS
at
night
you
will
find
lights,
especially
any
reddish
hue,
Joel and Ralph of Cambridge, Mass, Ruth Spear at The Century.
many a good, perfectly “get- give it about double the time you
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Cain and son Rowe went yesterday to Orono to at
have hired one of J. S. Allard's cot
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hahn and
IO
II
table” shot. Lightning, for example, would otherwise use.
Robert motored Sunday to Bangor tend the second annual Junior and
tages for a fortnight.
niece Miss Stoddard. Misses Harriet
takes its own picture very neatly.
Real moonlight pictures are some
Senior
High
School
Institute
at
the
W
accompanied by Miss Juanita Booker,
Mr. and Mrs. George J. Wheeler
17
lb
II 13
And the procedure is simple.
14
15
and Sue Hahn and Joseph Hahn of
thing to point to with pride. Moon
who was returning home after being University of Maine.
and Miss Annie Shane OConnor of
As
a
lightning
storm
approaches,
w
light will make pictures just as sun
Warren had a picnic Friday on the
Miss
Blanche
Washburn
and
Fred
their guest for several days.
20
22
New York are in the Emery cottage
21
place the camera (even a simple box light does, but being many times
18
19
j Island.
W
type outfit will do) on a window sill weaker, exposures must be very con
Mrs. Everett Pitts returned Tues Folsom of Auburn are spending this
for two weeks. Their guests Sunday
With Mr. and Mrs. F J. Maynard
24
2b
2^
or some other convenient perch, aim siderably increased. The simplest
25
day from Boston where she was week with Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B.
were Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Wynne
| Libby.
over the weekend were Mr and Mrs.
it
at
the
storm
center,
open
the
called by the illness of Mr Pitts. He
and son Alfred of Rockland.
way
to
calculate
a
moonlight
ex

Jesse B. Baxter of Milton. Mass.
30
shutter for a time exposure—and posure is to give 25 minutes for each
Miss Shirley Payson of Portland
29
27
was sufficiently improved to return
Mrs. C A. Lewis was visited re
then wait for things to happen.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Allen of Wa
recently
visited
her
father.
Virgil
cently by Mr. and Mrs. Adolph
with her for a short stay.
If you are lucky, a bolt of lightning 1/100-second exposure that would
31
32
terville will occupy one of the Lewis.
33
Payson, and Mr. and Mrs. Merrill
be given the same scene in sunlight.
Konfer. Mr and Mrs. Frederick
will
soon
come
within
the
ken
of
Mrs. Maude Sukeforth was dinner Payson.
cottages for the next two weeks.
Suppose
tt
Is
a
landscape
with
a
Baker of Harford. Cann.. and How
your camera. Then close the shutter,
34
35
guest Tuesday of Mrs. Carrie Palmer
They have with them the winners of | wind the film to the next number, dark-toned object in the immediate
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wyllie who
ard Gray of Waterville.
in
Rockland.
the Waterville Morning Sentinel; and try again. Lightning pictures foreground. The sunlight exposure
passed a week at Boon Lake, in
w 37
39
38
Mr and Mrs. W. G Taylor of
3b
W
would be 1/25 at f.ll. Then by the
Mrs. Bernice Wilbur and daughter Stowe. Mass, returned home Tues
subscription contest, Everett Cote
are
doubly
effective
if
they
Include
Wallingford. Conn., have opened
light
of
a
full
moon
with
sky
clear
of Long Island, N Y . were calling day. They were accompanied by Mrs.
of Waterville. Wilfred Madore of I nearby buildings or trees.
m3
41
41
i|O
44
their cottage for the season. They;
Picturing illuminated buildings, throughout, lt would be 100 minutes
on friends in town Tuesday.
Waterville. John Ferris of Madison j
Ruth
Wyllie
and
daughters.
Ann
and
W
at
the
same
stop.
This
could
be
cut
have with them Mrs. Taylor's mother
electric
signs,
and
other
night-bloom

• • • •
47
and Merle Chase of Bingham. Mr.
48
4b
49
M5
Jane of Manchester. N. H . who will
Mrs. Meta Slater.
ing subjects is simply a matter of down to 50 minutes with stop f.8.
Allen is assistant circulating manager
w
Garden
Club
Meeting
Without
nearby
dark-toned
object,
spend
the
remainder
of
the
summer
time
exposure.
The
camera,
of
Mr and Mrs. Richard Hammond
52
53
51
50
of the Sentinel.
course, must be stationary. Length the exposure can be cut down to 25
There was a large attendance at with them.
were hosts Sunday at Rest Easy cot
w
Mrs. Lilia Ames was at her cot-1 of exposure depends on the amount minutes at f.8; for distant land
The sermon topic Sunday morning
the meeting of the Garden Club
tage to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Leach
58
5b
57
55
54
tage Rockhaven for the weekend j and color of light on your subject, scapes, to 10 or 15 minutes.
at the Baptist Church will be "Tak
Tuesday
night
at
the
home
of
Mr.
££££
of South Union and Mr and Mrs.
If a sort of daylight effect is de
and the kind ot film used. The
and Monday. Her guests Sunday
1 and Mrs. Walter Carroll. Richards ing the Breath Away;’’ Church
bo
bl
59
Ralph Carroll of Thomaston.
chrome type of film is excellent for sired, then exposures must be multi
She entertained Monday Mrs Ames,
School will be at noon. The topic
plied
by
four.
Hill,
and
the
occasion
was
a
most
W
Mrs. Anna Nelson and daughter
were her son Edgar and Levi Clark ' outdoor night time exposures, as it
for the evening will be "A Piece of
b'3
Warning: Don’t include the moon
enjoyable and profitable one.
bl
Virginia had as guests Sunday Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby and Mr. j minimizes flare from strong, exposed
George Vaughn of Cedar Grove Land. A Pair of Oxen. A New Wife.”
lights. Usually, you’ll find exposures Itself in your picture unless you want
and Mrs. Salberg and daughter Ma
and Mrs. Aaron Clark.
The morning service Sunday at the
of from two to five minutes adequate it to show a nice .bright “baloney”
was guest speaker giving an intenserie. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Swanholm
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
sausage hanging in the sky. Like
Mr. and Mrs. F H. Holbrook and ,
ly interesting account of a park de- j Congregational Church will be at
17-A liquid measure
and children Roy and Elaine. Mrs. daughter Roberta of Rockport pic-| (unless you stop the lens ’way down; the sun, the moon “do” move.
50- A beverage
1-Coquette
then you’ll need longer time). And
5-Weight measure (pi.) 51- Trades by exchange 19-A(ternoon parties
velopment project on which he spent 10.30. with no evening service.
Memina Larson. Mr. and Mrs. Pe
John van Guilder.
nicked Sunday on Ocean View Point.1 If your subject is bathed in colored
21- Eldest son of Isaac
of commodities
9-Recess in a garden
nearly two years as landscape artist
terson, Mrs. Lydia Christoflerson,
53-Corn-spike
22-Carol
11- Resting place
Mr. and M?s. James Cunday of j
with Olmsted Brothers. This park
Mrs. Mabel McMahon and daughter
54- Military title (abbr.) 24-Those who sport on
12- Plural suffix
SWAN
’
S
ISLAND
Another picnic party included rion Brown and children. Marjorie
is located at Point Labos. California, ;
55- Native of Denmark
ice
WALDOBORO
14-Eat
Ruth and Mary Gerrish.
Bangor and Mr and Mrs. Watson French and John French.
26-A season (pi.)
56- Pinches
16- Percolate
and Is designed to draw nature stu
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brown and
58- Musical note
28-Occurrence
17- ltalian river
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crowejl are | dents and those seeking places of in- L
Nelson Morse and MUses
H. C. Brown and family called
Nickerson of Belfast.
Mr and Mrs. Harry MacDonald of
30-Sharpened, as on
59- Pitch
18- Corrode
Sunday at H. L. Hayes' in Chelsea.
receiving congratulations on
the spirational value from all over the Irma Morse ®nd Velma Morse are
a stone
Bath came to the island by trailer
20-Made fiat and even 60- Want
spending
a
few
days
in
Portland.
Marion
Light
and
children
were
birth July 5 of a son. Garland Lor United States.
SOMERVILLE
62- Beach
32- Terminate
22- A title
Sunday to picnic on Ocean View
Mr. and Mrs Merton Bickmore of
33- Etruscan god
63- Small valleys
guests Sunday of her mother Leola ing at the Little Nursing Home
23- Expires
A large volume giving historical
Point.
36- Certain
25- River in Germany
Emery
Miss Edith Levensaler has been and explanatory facts in regard to the Portland are vacationing with Mrs.
Delbert
Taylor
has
employment
at
;
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Ware motored to
VERTICAL
37- A notable act
26- A beverage
Frances Crummett of Washington guest of Mrs. Doris Ingham in Win- j park a'nd lu surroundings'is now be Bickmore's parents, Mr and Mrs.
William
Booth's
in
Chelsea
during
|
39- A coin
27- Pond
Bethlehem. N. H. recently to visit
40- Stop
lt visiting her grandmother Mrs. throp.
I ing compiled. Mr. Vaughn contribut- Lew Conary.
1- Released from
29-Uncooked
the haying season.
Mrs. E. M Ware Smith.
bondage
*
41- Existed
80-Clew
The Robertson family held a reMrs. Eva \iason has returned to ing several chapters of same Seven
Callers Sunday on Mrs Caro Turn- Frank French.
Miss Florence Thurston, Miss Har42- Equal
2- 1nto
31-Rescue
Wancta Peaslee of Augusta was pigeon
Mass she was accom. , years
Mr Vaughn was in this “m°n at the home of Mr and Mrs
riet Williams of South Union and er were her son F. L Turner and
3- A length measure 44- A fruit
33-Crave for
Cleveland
Trask.
Those
present
guest
of
Marion
Brown
Friday
45- Large bundles
4Labor
34- Canvas shelter
eve‘ panied by Mrs Henry P. Mason.
J town supervising the beautification
Mrs. Lela Haskell of Union had din- | family of Augusta. Mr and Mrs
5- Aet
46- A thoroughfare
35- Scarcity
Mrs Cora Nash and Mrs. Celia of the waterfront which was spon- were Dr and Mrs W. L. Robertson,
ner at Rockledge Inn Friday even-, Eugene Philbrick of Rockland, Ma- ning and Saturday(-Knock
47- lreland
36- Dispatch
Mrs. Azuba McDaniel. Virginia Gross are at Butter Point for the sored by Mrs. Mary Louise Bok. and Dermal Robertson, Leroy Robertson
49-A singing bird (pi.)
7- Near by
38-Long grass stem
Miss
Rebecca
Robertson.
W.
J.
Rob

Evelyn and Phyllis Light accom- summer,
51- Anything noxious
40- lnjure
8- Tally
i many of the friends made during that
52- Moved swiftly
41- Very small
panied a friend Sunday to FarmingMiss Winifred Keizer, who lias time were present to welcome him on ertson of Thomaston. Chares Rob
10- Understood
11- Prophet
55-June-bug
43-Fall in drops
ertson of Vinalhaven and Mr. and
ton Park.
been visiting Mrs. Georgie Le Baron ■ this occasion.
57-Ocean
13-Navigate
45- H inders
Mrs. Cleveland Trask.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Jones of 1 |n Middleboro. Mass . has returned
15- At any time
59-Preposition
At the business session lt was voted
46- Depart
Mrs William Glendenning and
Windsor made a call on relatives accompanied by Mrs. Le Baron,
51-Five hundred fifty
48-Duck-like water-bird 16- Violently killed
to hold the mid-summer open meet
here recently.
Mrs Regina Hall of Fairfield has ing Aug. 10 at the home of Miss Ma daughter Beverly of Rockland are
(Solution to previous puzzle)
with Mr aind Mrs. William Preethy
ri
Verna Knowlton of Libertv >.as been guest of her mother. Mrs. Anna rion Weidman
for a vacation.
GLENMERE
been visiting her aunt Leola Emery McLaughlin,
Miss Doris Sylvester is enjoying two
Mr. and Mrs. John Kent are visit
and other relatives here.
Judge Dudley Kinsell of Carmel- weeks' vacation from her duties at
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Longley of
Mrs. Kenneth French and chil- on-the-Beach. Calif., was at Stahl's the Central Maine Power Co. ln ing their daughter, Mrs. Frank New Haven are guests of Mr. and
Lyddie in Rockland.
Mrs. R. P. Angier.
dren were callers last Thursday at Tavern for the weekend.
Rockland.
Dr and iMrs. W. L. Robertson of
Ida Grover's.
j Mr and Mrs. Herman Genthner,
Mr. and Mrs. William Keen re
Albany, Ore , who have been guests
The Perfect Tea for
S. L. Bartlett was a visitor Tues who recently visited Mr and Mrs. NORTH WASHINGTON of the doctor's sister Mrs. Cleveland turned Sunday to Brookline Miss...
having spent the past two weeks with
day in Windsor and while there, Roy Mack, have returned to WhitJ. Trask for two weeks, started last Mrs Keen's mother. Mrs. Elsie Giles.
[ man. Mass.
called on his daughter Mrs. Irene
Haying began in earnest Monday Thursday on their homeward Journey.
Mrs. Lillian Frost, Mrs. Ina
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Schellens and
419
Jones.
Mrs. Stanley Newhall and son of children of Marblehead. Mass., are
Keene and Miss Mildred Palmer of 18nd a Iarge crop U Piloted.
Clayton Hewitt of Warwick. R. I.,
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman of Massachusetts are at the home of at their cottage for the summer.
Bath have been guests of Mrs. Gra
has arrived in town to spend the
Middletown
Conn., Mrs. Nellie Har Mr and Mrs. Howard Staples for a
cia Libby and Misses Clara Gay and
Miss Lotta Giles of Boothbay was
summer with relatives.
riman
of
Searsmont
and Mrs. Osgood few weeks.
Dora
Gay.
a caller Sunday on Miss Rosa Teele.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
William Staples of Massachusetts,
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Bartlett and
Miss Mary Stafford and Joseph Collins of Appleton, recently visited
Miss Janet Cowan is entertaining
SERVICE TO: VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON.
guest Lola Chadwick of West Wash- Stafford have been visiting relatives oldtime friends in this community. accompanied by his daughter. Hazel, two girl friends from New Jersey.
ISLE AU HALT, SWAN’S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
ir.gton were callers Wednesday on i jn Lubec.
W. A. Palmer. Mr. and Mrs. F. are visiting relatives and oldMr. and Mrs. Charles Ward of
SIMONTON
(Subject To Change Without Notice)
friends here.
(Eastern Standard Time)
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stenger and W. Cunningham and son, Robert, time friends here while making their Lynn, Mass, are at their summer
Kenneth French has employment family of Boston are at Mr. and Mrs. were business visitors Saturday in headquarters at Mr. and Mrs. Cleve home and have as guests their
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE—STE AMER NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Sidney Annis. who had an ill
land Dunham's.
Effective June 21st to September 15th Inclusive
shingling for Mrs. Ida Grover.
Waterville.
Thomas Stengers on a visit.
daughter Mrs. J. Albert Thomas and turn a few weeks ago is able to sit
Read Down
up daily.
Miss Martha Morse of Bath is
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Munson re
son Deane.
Donald Cunningham is making ex
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
CONTRASTS
turned Wednesday to Warwick, R guest of her grandmother. Mrs. Em tensive repairs on the homestead.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Chadwick of
cept Sunday Only
Mrs. Anna Brown sustained a
eept Sunday Only
(For The Courier-Gazette)
A.M. P.M. P.M.
I., after a short visit with Mr. and ma Hagerman.
Port Clyde called Sunday on their 6roken wrist recently.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
George
Lenfest
and
Paul
Lenfest
The
violet
In
the
valley.
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Mr and Mrs. Henry Harrison who returned Sunday tQ Ma5sachusetts
The star gem In the sky.
Mrs. L. F. Hewitt and family.
son Merrill and family.
Mrs. Lula Marshall and Mrs.
Ar. 102>5 6.00 4.35
Each speaks ln Its own language
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN
have been visiting Mrs. Jessie Achorn,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Bettencourt
of
Georgia
Lamson spent a few days
Clarence
Jones
was
a
Jefferson
3.25
after
a
week's
fishing
trip
at
CuraOf
Omnipotence
on
high
_
9.50
5.00
Ar.
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
The sands upon the seashore.
East Weymouth. Mass., were guests recently with Mrs. Estella Simon
S.15
Lv. 8.45
visitor Wednesday evening.
| have returned to Chelsea. Mass.
hlll Lake.
7.50
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
The
rock
bound
coast
near
by
Thomas B. Brown and Henry
Read Up
a few days recently of Mrs. Betten ton.
restless waves of ocean,
Charles Bell and son William of
Charles Crummitt, with his team, The
Crowell are at Mr. Brown's camp on
VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER W. S. WHITE
The mountains near the sky.
court's
aunt. Mrs. Byron Davis.
Fort Fairfield spent a few days re
Edward Graves has returned home
is cutting the hay of the Forest
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
Harbor Island.
Miss Hilda Davis of Port Clyde is from Knox Hospital.
The
slave
In
fetters
shackled.
cently
with
Mr.
Bells
father,
Ozien
cept Sunday Only
< ePl Sunday Only
Chapman
farm
in
Razorville.
During the Lecturer's Hour Mon
Tb* Master mighty with gold.
visiting her aunt Mrs. Walter Barter.
Bell.
A M. P.M. A M.
A MK
Richard Harriman, son of Mr. and
Mr and Mrs. Archie Lenfest visit The craven coward, cringing.
day at the meeting of Meenagha
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Bond of
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
The warrior brave and bold
H. C. Brown has a crew cutting Grange a program contest between ed Sunday in Week's Mills.
Mrs.
Jessie Harriman returned home
The
dullard
and
the
scholar
6.15 3.80 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
Milton, Mass., were recent guests of
The wanton and the saint.
the hay on Mrs. Alacia Philbrick's the men and women members fur
Sunday from Camden Community
76-tf
Mi Bond's mother Mrs. Irene Bond.
The humble and the mighty.
farm.
Hospital where he underwent an ap
The thief with hands attaint.
nished much enjoyment. Although
NORTH HOPE
The
beggar
In
the
gutter.
pendix operation.
Herbert Blastow has been a vis there were no judges, by all reports
The king upon a throne:
PORT
CLYDE
itor in Bradford.
Charles Thorndike, of New Jersey
Contrasts stamped with God's impress
the women were winners. Sand
A welcome rain Sunday night
That claims lt for His own.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Phinney of and his aunt Mrs. Arthur Barnes
wiches, cake, cookies and coffee were broke the hot weather of the past
Stoughton. Mass., had as dinner were callers Sunday on Mrs. J. C.
served. Plans for the annual lawn week, giving the thirsty gardens a One day these varied contrasts
OWL’S HEAD
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
will as one be made akin—
guest
Sunday. Fred Waldo, at the Melvin.
party were discussed. Thirty-eight needed drink.
A day of blessed promise.
HATESi
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin H. St. Clair members and guests were present.
New Ocean House.
All free of want and sin.
L. H. Perry was a business caller God Infinite ln wisdom.
of Tampa. Fla., have returned home
Mrs. Vena Morton and three chil
to Your hotel ia BOSTON.
A large group of members of the
In mercy. Justice, stronj.
after passing a month here with Methodist Sabbath School, teachers Sunday at H. Merriam's in Morrill. Will one day make all equal.
dren. Mr. and Mrs. Thelma Brown,
Will one day right the wrong.
Callers Sunday at Willow Brook
Emery St. Clair. Enroute they will and friends enjoyed a picnic Tues
Miss Genevieve Morton and Homer
When dawns that day of promise.
500RoOM4
were
Miss
Kathleen
Brown,
Miss
May
Then earthly contrasts cease;
visit
Mrs.
St.
Clair's
relatives
in
DeMorton of Stillwater were visitors
day at Sandy Shores, Warren.
Or—«» —»»r—•
will blend In perfect harmony.
Quinn and Mrs. Edith Trimm of AllThere
Land, Fla. While in this vicinity
Sunday at the home of Mrs. Millie
will be eternal peace
RADIO
Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Dolli
—Elizabeth O Marsh.
they visited Mrs. Annie Sylvester in
Sdavey.
New Medical Discovery Guarantees
SERVIDOR
MAKES ID BIG GLASSES ver and daughter Elizabeth of Owl's
Weight Reduction
Belfast, accompanied by Warner
All persons interested in the fu
TUB’nSHOWER
Head.
Good news to all troubled with over
Lord and Mary St. Clair of Haddon
ture of the Public Library are asked
Mrs. Charles Morton and Mr and
field. N J., and Florence Dyer.
to assemble Friday at 7 p. m. in the weight! Science has at last discovered
a harmless way of bringing your
Mrs. Cecil Morton were recent guests
Keeper and Mrs. Smith and Roger
Community Room.
weight down to normal In quick tim;.
of Mrs. Morton’s daughter, Mrs. Na
Smith motored Sunday to Portland.
Fred Waldo entcrained at supper Thousands are daily using SILF preNew
Easy
Way
—
No
Brushing
north station t
than Pease.
Sunday night. Mrs. Lucy Smith of 1 scribed by doctors which normalizes
Mrs. M. E. Scammon was recent
Stera-Kleen, amazing new discovery, re
'•<
TRAIN-»«/•<«• ROOM
s0 that al* «xcess
Mrs. Ellen Conant of Rockland and moves blackest stains, tarnish, tartar like Glenmere. Mrs. Gustie Watts Kcl- i yol'r. ?°dy
dinner guest of Mrs. St. Clair.
,
,
j
1 weight is quickly consumed. Eat
Just put false teeth or bridges in a
her grandson. Earl Conant of Ver magic.
Mrs. Minnie Smith and daughter,
logg of Cambridge. Mass., and Mr., WLat you like and become a person of
'ass of water and add Stera-Kleen powder.
o messy bruehing. Recommended by den
mont recently visited J. D. Pease and tists
Barbara are visiting Keeper Smith at
STHMUJDtnn.
and 'Mrs. Howard Phinney of Stough- normal weight by purchasing a pack— approved by Good Housekeeping. At
family.
RASPBERRY AT GROCERS
ail dniggisu. Monty back U not dsligbUd. ton, Mass., and Port Clyde.
age of Silf today ut C. H. Moor & Co.
Two Bush Light.

-OB

END-O-CORN

!

I

» •«

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

o1

TutoHlbTEA Today/
* ■ i
i

ICED TEA

FAT GIRLS NOW
WIN THEIR MEN

MANGER

«

CLEAN FALSE TEETHGH RID OF STAINS

R
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WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

The annual Baptist Church, Sun
day School and Vacation Bible
School picnic will be held Saturday at
AND THE
Sandy Shores. Transportation will [ Wilboul Calomel—And You'll Jump Oul of Bed in
Ike Morning Ruin' to Go
be provided for those without cars. I
The liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid
bile
into
your bowels daily. If this bile
Everyone is asked to take picnic
is not flowing freely, your food doesn’t digest.
lunch. The busses will leave the It juBt decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
stomach. You get constipated. Your
Church promptly at 9.15 a. m., and j your
whole systerp is poisoned and you feel sour,
and the world looks punk.
will return at 5. Games and races | sunk
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
j for every age will be under the di- , bowel movement doesn’t get at the cause. It
takes those good, old Carter’s Little Liver
rection of Rev. Smith and members Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
Agriculture
, things away.” Lack of sufficient, Vaughn Peaslee. Cooper's Mills; Al- of the men's class.
freely and make you feel “up and up". Harm
less, gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
The United States Department of Jjtorage space is confusing, time con- bert Harjula. George's River Road,
freely.
Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pills by
Mr. and Mrs. O. Sumner Small and
Agriculture gives the following in suming. and nerve wracking Ex-| Thomaston; Walter Bryant, West Mrs. Henrietta Cook of Searsport name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 26c.
its poultry and egg report on July Pense for you as well as time and Rockport.
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Fifteen "proved sires" from Maine
8 :(1) the prospect that an unfa- comfort will be saved it space for
OWL’S HEAD
Edwin Wheeler.
vorable feed situation will continue storage is taken into consideration dairy herds are listed in a new pubMrs.
Grace
Wilson
is
home
from
to some extent during the remainder A'llen y°ur home is being planned or licatlon of the U. S. Department of
Mrs. Katherine Hickey and Mrs.
a
im, h„n<,
i Massachusetts for a two weeks' va-i
of 1937. and (2) the prospect that replanned.
m St
cation with her Parents- Mr and Thomas Heaphy and daughter Franpullets carried through this
"Have
V...O period
------- you any space under stairs, in dairy herd improvment associarharles coolbroth
Ices of Prides Crossing Mass were
s C
* ,
.
*
• of
s
L
•»
will enter their season of heaviest in corners, in furred out walls, near tions throughout the United States. M . Ch
production ln early 1938 with a more the chimney, or even in the entire Five of the Maine sires are living. A
rs_ Mary 'hooT^0 Harvard
Vl8lt0"
favorable feed situation and with egg end of a room that Is not used? These sire Is proved when production reg summer scnooi ai nar a
Annie Farrell.
prices above those of 1937.
spaces work in Ideally for cupboards, cords of at least five of his unse-, Col’ege
.
....
Mr. and Mrs John Smith of
H
1
-------i.
-i Mrs. Jennie Ludwig and daughter
closets and other built-in facilities, lected daughters have been compared ;
- - - Ridgewood,
L. I.brother
were ’guests
Here are a few principles to re- with the production records of their J
°f,
I of Mr” 'smith's
HarrySunday
Smith
The first farmer in Knox and Lincoin counties who reported as hav- member when planning storagz ar- daughters. He may or may not dave i ^m^|and ^tta e^ac^enz*e 8 ' | enroute to Rangeley Lakes.
Ing completed haying was Lester rangement:
Improved the production level of the Mra
^,'aU of
u
Miss Lillie Dahlia of Proctor, Carl

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

FRIENDSHIP

THE BEST WAY TO MAKE HIM

Mr. and Mrs. Merriam and son of
Philadelphia are occupying Guy
Bessey's cottage for three months.
K E. Thompson recently piloted a
Waldoboro Ashing party on a pleas
urable outing.
Mr. and Mrs. Newburn and son of
Hackensack, N. J., are guests for two
weeks of Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
Jameson.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bradford and
family of Chicago who are occupy
ing K. E. Thompson's apartment for
the summer were Augusta visitors j
Friday.
Recent callers at R. R. Thomp
son's were Mr. and Mrs. Merriam of
Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. McLean
i--------—
of Watertown. Mr. and Mrs. Leland
McElwell, Mrs. H. A. Thompson and
Harvev Simmons
I
Mr and Mrs John Northcott ol
i New Bedford are at their cottage for

RELISH A SAL AO IS TO USE
CAINS MAYONNAISE.
ITS TASTE-TEASING

FLAVOR APPEALS TO

MEN; WHETS THEIR
APPETITE

mayonnaise

MAYONNAISE

the season

■
| py“g Geo rg^ Cookes "hoX “for a^few ! ^l^Kaler*'™*"8

ORFF'S CORNER

weeks.
Eugene Winchenbach Is assisting
, Mrs. LeGrow Is making a few days'
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Post and fam
Benjamin Geele ln haying at Gross ily of Harmony were callers Tuesday
Shibles of Rockport, .ormer State, 1- Avoid all waste spare by plan-herd.
;employed at the home of Robert A Swanson of Springfield. Mass , and visit with her parents In Dexter.
Neck.
on friends here.
4-H club leader. He started haying >'ing each unit to fit the size and
Only one of the eight Holstelns Wnod
llrln„ Mrs
Mrs Wood's
Wnnri's nnnvalesMrs. Endicott
Endicott P.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Cook and
Wood rf
during
convales- Mrs.
P. Saltonstall
Saltonstall of
of ChestChestproved
in
Maine
is
living.
He
is
OrmsJune 23 and was done July 3. Last I shape of articles to be stored.
Miss Evelyn Ralph and Miss
cence from foot injuries.
(nut Hill, Mass. were registered for j daughter. Louise, are vacationing at
2. Articles frequently used should by Direct, proved by Harold Shaw.
DEER ISLE
year he found that in feeding qualFrances Weaver have been guests
Mr. and Mrs. George Underwood the weekend at Ye Anchor Inn. their home here.
lty his early cut hay produced better be so stored as to avoid the necessity Sanford, and Baker Farms. Exeter.
'
'
K
others there are Miss Betty Lust and
Mrs. J. W. Tufts is al her sumof Miss Phyllis Newbert in North
___ ________ nf ctr.nnino and hioh roaphino
M H.
H Thirty-two
TWptv.,wn daughters
danaht-rc of
nf OrmsOrmt. “BVe as gUeSlS Uieir OaUgnter ana
. _ . .
(
.
........
Mrs. Arthur Messom and two chil
of stooping and high reaching.
N.
results than late cut
Waldoboro.
family of Connecticut.
| Miss Lots B- Malone of East Long- , mer home on Martin's Point.
• . • •
3. Arrange articles so that each by Direct averaged 260 pounds highDr. and Mrs Hutchins of Camden meadow, Mass., who are visiting Miss
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Beckett and Mrs. dren of Springfield. Mass., are spend
Mr. and Mrs. James Bragg and
ing the summer at Flank McVeigh's
County Agent R. C. Wentworth may be removed and replaced with- er milk production than their dams,
were recent callers on Mr. and Mrs. Lust’s sister, Miss Verna Lust; Mrs. Caldwell arrived Wednesday from cottage. The Woodover.
family of Lisbon Falls visited Sun
has recently sent a circular to his out displacing another.
I and showed 31 pounds higher fat Edwin Wheeler.
J. Lantry and daughter Miss Rita of \ Wellesley and will make their home
day at Calvin Bragg's.
orchard Spray Service list regarding
4 Articles frequently used should - production. All records are based on
Frederick L. Sylvester lost a val
Mrs. Frank Meservey, son and New Rochelle, N. Y. and Mr. and here permanently.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Fales of
control of mice In orchards. This be stored near the place they are the first 305 days of the lactation daughter of Central Falls R. I. ac- Mrs. R. Brummer of Astoria. L. I. [
uable ox last Thursday, the animal
Rockland were recent visitors at the
circular recommends poison baits used."
period, with twice-►-day milking.
having
been
overcome
by
the
heat.
WEST WALDOBORO
companied by friends have been
Robert Learned has returned from
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ralph.
placed at different places ln tne or
• » ••
Four of the five Jerseys proved in
Dr and Mrs. Hamilton Southworth
spending
the
past
week
at
Mrs.
Laura
a
few
days'
fishing
trip
with
his
flnd Mrs~^nk Davld Mrs
Miss Mabel Borneman and Misses
chard Information may be obtained
4-H Club Notes
, the State are still alive. They are
of New York city are guests of Miss
.
i
. .
.
Rawley’s.
father and uncle Frank Ross.
|
‘
.... „ , ..
Enah and Ruth Orff are at their
from the Extension Service Office
a ii
„.ui
Emperor Frank, proved by Charles
y
Catrir Wetherell. Mr. and Mrs. Har-, Ali
Southworth
held Saturday at
Union
Fair Barker East Vassalboro. and now
“rs tteelyn SmaUey and son AJMrs. Harry Smith and daughter old Davjd and daughter Bette moMr
d Mrs
Pllilbrook summer home for a few weeks.
Rockland.
held Saturday at
Union
fay Howar(J Knlght Turnw; jbert with friends have returned to Barbara are at Two Bush to spend tored Priday t0 Port clyde.
moyed from the
Lorenzo Achorn spent Sunday in
Late blight has appeared on pota- Grounds' Tbe ‘)rogram
Rustic s Flying Point, proved by Medford' Mass ■ afLer spending a the remainder of the summer with . Mr and Mrs John Johanlnson and'
their cabin
Unity.
toes in Aroostook county. Potatoes race' clothes hanging contest' relays | Charles Barker, owned by the Maine Week at their COttage Pogartys Cor‘ .Mr. Smith who Is Llghtkeeper there. grandson Roland French of the vil- j Miss Beatrice Miller of SpringThomas Skidgel. Floyd Hoch and
. ,. .
. ... _
I dashes, three-legged race, bag race.1
should be sprayed with a 10-10^-100
horseshof
b(? Agricultural Experiment Station. |
Recent guests at Owl s Head Inn lage were callers Sunday evening on fle[d Mass., is visiting Mrs. Raymond Roland Bragg are enjoying a fishing
! were Mr. and Mrs. Scheer of Brook- Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Winchenbach.
Bordeaux or on smal plots a 20-80
g s{andard Ume Winners Monmouth;
Oaknole
Tormentor
Meunier.
trip at AUpsuptlc Lake.
Crockett-Morris
, j lyn, N. Y„ Mr. and Mrs J. Allison
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Aulis were
copper dust may be used with very __ u___ , ____ ____ul--_
_ Pogis. proved and owned by E. A
each
event
will
receive
a
blue,
red
or
I
Miss Katherine Edith Crockett ,Stevenson, Mr. and Mrs. H Heile- (called to Franconia. N H„ Saturday
good results. If bugs are present,
white ribbon for 1st, 2nd or 3rd, Wixson. Winslow; Sybil's Xenia's!, . _ ..
. ... „ .
.
either calcium arsenate or lead ar honors. The club field dav banner Pri™* proved by C. H. Foss, 6abat- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank L main, all of Queens Village, IJ. Y.. by the serious illness of Mr. Aulis'
senate should be added to the ma will be awarded to the hiahest rank- tus' and owned by Herman Cross, Crockett of this place, formerly of John R. Terrell. Hubert Convin and father,
ing club in events for the'day Prizes Piston. Daughters of each of these East Douglas, Mass., had her sister Dwight Porwin of Riverhead, N. Y. |
Miss Christene Winchenbach is
terial that Is applied.
* " * ’
y, ,
b
iv n
th jntl and slres showed hl< her averages pro- Christina Crockett, as maid 11 honor Mr and Mrs C. F. Poulin and Mr. I visiting her mother Mrs. Carrie
Farmers having late peas should
also be gnen to the 2nd and
at her weddjng g.,^^ a,.crnoCn and Mrs. Roland Poulin of Water- ; Winchenbach in Washington.
be on the watch for aphis which will 3rd highest clubs in the days events. aucuon lnan tna oi tneu cams
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waltz were
Two sires were proved in Maine In |10 charles Morris- alSP of -b1* town ville and Mrs J. De Gutierrez of
ruin the crop unless some material Pictures will be taken of clubs in
at the bride's home.
callers Sunday at C. L. Eugley's in
Colombia and New York.
is used to kill it. Tobacco dust has uniform or with a perfect attend- APnl- after the federal bulletin had
Gross Neck.
gone to press. One is Roughwood
Tbe bride, who was given in marbeen found to be very effective. Sev ance. Cold drinks and ice cream Splendor. a Guernsey, proved and riage b>' her father, was gowned in
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
STONINGTON
eral application should be applied in will be on sale during the day.
j and daughter Eleanor made a call
owned by Llovd Frazier. East Corinth.' whlte moire taffeta- with a la<* caP
• • • •
order to obtain complete control.
The other is Carnation Matador Sul- dimmed with orange blossoms and
Capt. Frank Trundy is home for Sunday at the hotne °f Freelon Van'
• • • •
Special —4-H club contests includ
nah in 30,1111 Waldoboro.
tan. a Holstein, proved and owned by seed pearls and a veil of tulle with the summer.
ing the style dress revue, baking con
With the Homes
long full train. She carried a shower
,
,1 Mr. and Mrs. Percy French have
Round Top Farm. Damariscotta.
Mrs. Maisie Gray passed the week- e
ment
paiagon buUon
bouquet of white bridal roses and
Miss Leone Dakin, foods special test. poultry and garden grading con
end in Belfast.
{ac(ory
tests
will
be
held
at
Waldoboro
Bap

white
sweet
peas.
Her
attendant.
ist. will conduct a canning bee. July
GEORGES RIVER ROAD Miss Crockett of this place wore & Florian Arey and Florian Small , jjrs EVP;yn Campbell and son of
20 at Orff's Corner community house. tist church. July 28. The winners
In
each
contest
will
be
eligible
to
j
I Newport, R. I., are visiting her par
pale pink moire taffeta gown with a were recent visitors ln town.
The women will bring in vegetables
The
Finnish
Congregational pale blue velvet sache and wore a
Rev. Orville Guptill was nere over ents. Mr and Mrs. Charles Kaler.
to can and they will be done at the attend State Camp at University of
Product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
Maine. Aug. 18 to 22. Those enrolled Church. Rev. John F Heino. pastor, wide blue leghorn hat with ribbons the Fourth
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Winchen
,!(d£l MORE THAN A BILLION SHREIIIIKO WHEAT BISCUITS SOI II EVERY YEAR
meeting.
for these contests follow:
• • • •
held a picnic Sunday at the home of to match her dress. She carried a
Teachers at the Burnt Cove Vaca baugh of South Waldoboro were callStyle Dress Revue: Etiwina Dow.
Don't forget to pick out your best
Mrs. Mary Anderson, Waldoboro. bouquet of pink rose buds and sweet taon School are Mtss Edith Mershon
Jars while canning so that you will Jefferson; Orace Castner. Waldobopeas. Helen Candage. daughter of and Miss Dorothy Miller of Worces
be ready with one jar of non-acid (r®! Celia Wall. Tenant's Harbor; Tonight. July 15. the meeting will be Mr and Mrs. Jay Candage of Rock ter College, Ohio, and Miss Priscilla
vegetable and one jar of fruit for' Norma Leavitt. Boothbay;
Nina at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ne- land, served as flower girl. She Brown of the Westminster Choir
Npwial Value - Thin
Only • Ifuanlily Limited
your local canning contest.
Start. Camden; Leona Perry. Jeffer- nonen Warren.
wore a blue taffeta dress with pink school. The school started last Tues
• • • •
1 son; Isabel Kaler. West Waldoboro;
day.
Miss Viola Weymouth of Rock accessories.
Miss Jessie M. Lawrence, home and Muriel Cunningham. Sheepscot. land spent a week here recently as
Rev. Newell P. Smith performed the
Mrs. Isabelle Gray is recovering
demonstration agent in Aroostook
Baking Contest: Alda French and guest of h„ sister Mrs Alfred Har. ceremony at which Arnold Stanley of I from recent illness.
county spoke over WLBZ on "Stor- (Eileen F'rench and Beatrice Side- ju[a
this town and Whitinsville. Mass
Miss Grace Immersky and George
age Spaces in the Kitchen." Some! linger, Nobleboro; Edna Ranta.
served as best man. David Sive- Robinson of (Fitchburg, Mass., are
Among
those
present
at
the
show
of the points she brought out are as ' Georges River Road. Thomaston;
a‘ Union town hall Saturday night wr*gbt of th.s place and Walter Snell visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clevefollows;
' Beryl Butler. Boothbay; Viletta
land.
was Miss Gertrude Anttila of New of Lynn served as ushers.
“Studies made from daily records ’ Chadwick. Tenant's Harbor; Arleen
The
wedding
and
reception
were
'
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Robbins and
tonville. Mass., who is visiting her
kept by homemakers show that 70 Coolbroth, Tenant's Harbor; Araparents. Mr. and Mrs. William Ant held on the lawn. Evergreen trees daughter Audrey of Boston have
percent of their time Is spent in va belle Millay. Liberty: Flossie Jewett. tila in Union. Miss Anttila is the and large bouquets of white daisies been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Randall
Elizabeth
Wright. Damaririous tasks that are performed in the Palermo;
tt
™
m
' P°ssessor of ‘he Finnish national 1 formed the background for the pink Robbins
kitchen.
scorn Mil s: Charlene Bbrsdelt New costume
and white arch-way under which the
Raymond Knowlton of Los Angeles
who
y pUy bridal party stood. The parents of is visiting his mother Mrs. Jennie
“Unconsciously you may walk un Harbor; Alma Annis. West Rock- Uah
necessary miles in the course of a port.
Also noted in the capacity audience both Mr- and Mrs- Charles Morris Haskell.
day. Perhaps just a slight rearrang
Mrs. Elizabeth Shea has been
were Mr. and Mrs. Matti Laitala and assisted in receiving. Mrs. Crockett
ing of equipment or utensils Is all
Poultry Contest: Hugh Parsons, daughter of Massachusetts, formerly WOre blue chiffon gown' with a large visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
that is needed to make your kitchen North Haven.
I of Union; Mr. and Mrs. John Kein- garden hat. Mrs Morris wore a Alex Davidson.
(With bulb)
Garden Contest: Roland Trussell.
more convenient.
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Scare! of
anen of Union and New York; Mr. ■white printed chiffon dress and
"One of the difficulties that may be Cedar Grove; Arthur Wotton. War
Both mothers I New York are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. O. Masalin of Lincolnville; white accessories.
ln your kitchen is the lack of a place ren; L. W. Varney, Sheepscot: Her
Marino Scarci.
Misses Arlene Nelson and Helen wore corsages of yellow rose buds.
to "put things down" and "store bert Yarbrough. North Newcastle;
The
bride
is
a
graduate
of
Douglas
Mrs. Annie Richards is having her
Johnson and Albert Harjula of this
Memorial High School of East Doug- | house newly painted by Charles Fiplace. Music for dancing was fur
las. Mass., and has studied music and j field.
nished by Miss Hilda Leino of War
played
In public. She also teaches
John Willard and Harold Willard
ren who plays the piano accordion.
muslc‘
ot Everett, Mass, are at the home of
Miss Ida Harjula is visiting her sis
Mr. Morris graduated from Ten- their mother Mrs. Unnie Willard
ter. Mrs. William Duley in Bath.
ant's Harbor High School and busi- j Mrs Leona Fifleld and Patricia
Miss Ellen Wahlman of Thomas ness college. At present he is State Fifleld were guests Saturday of Mr.
ton was guest of her parents in Vi patrolman.
j and Mrs. H. W. Colby.
nalhaven recently.
After a wedding trip to Canada
Mr- and Mrs. Alston Hatch were
-Returning from a visit
to her Mr. and Mrs. -Morris will be at the recent visitors in Portland and Old
home in Vinalhaven Miss Jennie bride's home the remainder of the Orchard.
Tuomi called on friends here Sun summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Montie Morey,
day. going the following day to
Elinor Blood and Chester Dow passed
Wiscasset where she is employed.
the weekend with friends in Belfast.
UNION
Mrs. Edith Dunn and two sons of
Nazarene Church Notes
Massachusetts are visiting her par
CLARRY HILL
The Church School picnic was held ents Mr. and Mrs Marino Scarci.
Mrs. Alice Rose and friend of Port recently at the Look Out Station in
Mrs. Rose -L. Candage of Boston Is
land spent the weekend and holiday Jefferson with 50 present. In small at her home here
with her grandmother. Mrs. Gussie groups at a time, all of the party
Mrs. Mina Miles and John Segar
Ross.
were privileged to go to the Tower of Orrington are visiting Mrs. Annie
Mrs. Florence Donnelly of Dor and view the distant landscape Richardson and Miss Abbie Monteith.
chester, Mass., spent a few days here through the glass as the keeper told
recently, guest of Mrs. Eva Robbins. of the outlying countryside.
After ' J- W. Ames. Mrs. Cummings, Junior
Mrs. Sarah Thomas is passing a dinner a spelling match was In order. Cummings and J. C. Moody. This
few days at her home in Rockland. This was of Bible characters, and all' money goes to the Nazarene MisJustus Colby and family of Brock retired with the exception of Mary , sions.
ton. Mass., spent the Fourth with Ware and Pastor Ames who spelled
Morning worship at 11, text. "Why
his mother Mrs. Emma Jackson. all of the words correctly. Forty-five a Prayer and Fasting League."
Mrs. Colby and son remained a few minutes was devoted to singing of Scripture read from Matthew 17:21
ROFESSOR William Rowan,
weeks with Mr. Colby's mother.
Gospel hymns after which prayer and St. Luke 6:28 "Prayer, Pasting.
A very attractive'new lamp in maple finish which may be used either on
dean of the Department of Zo
Frank Dolham is guest of his sis was offered.
Giving."
At the close of the serology, University of Alberta, ie the
End
Table or as Pin Up type for the wall. Has reflector which gives indi
ter. Mrs. Annie Miller.
Sixty-two were present at the I mon Pastor Ames added six new
designer and builder of one of the
rect lighting effect. A very popular lamp that you will want at this low
world’s most unique railways. Com
Donald Mank of North Warren church school Sunday. The primary members to the league. An evanplete in all respects with motive
class won the banner for the attend-' gelistic message was delivered ln
called Sunday on friends here.
week-end special price.
power, passenger and freight equip
-Mrs. Lucy Clarry is spending a few ance which was 12. The men's class the evening from the eighth chap
ment and laid out at an exact model
A BETTER LIGHT-BETTER SIGHT LAMP
of the line of the Canadian National
days here before going to North gave the largest offering—$1.05— ter of Ecclesiastes, “God’s Judg
Railways through the foothills of
Hampden. Mass., where she expects just four cents over the young ladies ments." A duet "My Redeemer." was
the Rockies, the miniature railway
employment.
class which gave $1.01. The teach sung by Pastor and Mrs. Ames
occupiei nearly all of the grounds
Harry Stewart and George Pay- ers of these classes are the minister
around Prof. Rowan’s summer home
at Lake Edith, Jasper National
son of Union were business callers for the men's and Mrs. Ames for
Park, Alberta. The line is incor
Saturday in this community.
the women. The total offering reg
S2 Value
This
porated as The Lake Edith Rail
H. L. Tibbetts visited friends Fri istered $3.45.
Raymond, Stanley
way Company and has a Board of
Special
Directdrs and a Management com
day in Union.
and Willard Carlton sang “Suffer the
Week-End
posed of the Professor’s children and their friends. It is an absorbing
Children."
Miss
Sadie
Kelley
was
guest
Sun

al #l.3»
point of interest with visitors to Jasper Park Lodge. The layout shows:
day of friends in North Warren.
The lighting of birthday candles
(top) a train crossing a viaduct near Lake Edith; (center) a freight train
OXLY
POWE
r0MPANY
willi bulb
crossing a bridge which spans a tree trunk and (bottom) Professor
Ruth Clarry visited relatives in and money handed in amounted to
Rowan, with an interested friend making somg repairs to the right-of-way.
North Waldoboro over the weekend. $2.13, Miss Rackllff, Mrs. Smith, Mrs.

Combination

$2 3lnpl<k End Tnlile
or Pin Up Lamp

On ly *1

.30

PROFESSOR BUILDS RAILROAD

P

hlcal for Ijinip-Collaiie^lloine

CENTR
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Reservations may be made by calling
Mrs. W. B. D. Gray, chairman of
Miss Margaret Libbey of Wollaston, the committee, or Miss Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. William Connell and
Miss Dorothy Davis, Mi's Ida Por
The Selectmen of the Town of Friendship, having received appli
ter and Miss Ruth Annis of Boston daughter Joan, who have been
cation for a permit to build a wharf 100 feet long, from Mrs. Samuel
went Tuesday on a motor trip to guests of Mr and Mrs. Edwin P. I
Quebec after spending several days Lynch, for two weeks have returned
G. Redmond and ffm. F. Redmond, 2d. on their property known
with Miss Libbey's parents, Mr. and to Flushing, L. X.
as Flanders Rocks, at Davis Point, hereby appoint TUESDAY’,
Mrs. Fred W Newcombe of Wash-1
Mrs. Bernard Libbey.
JULY' 20th, 1937, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, as the time they
Mrs. Alva A. Caldwell of Lynn, ington. D. C., and Miss Pocohontas
w ill view lhe proposed location cf the w harf, and hear anyone inter
Mass., is visiting her mother. Mrs. Staufft of Pittsburgh, arrived here
ested in the matter.
Julia Pryor.
i Tuesday to visit Mr. and Mrs. EdMrs. Josephine W. Stone is at ward B. Newcombe.
MELVIN LAWRY,
Lakeview Arms, in Winthrop, dur- ( Mr. and Mrs. J. Russell Davis have |
GUY’ BESSEY’.
ing a week's vacation from her du- “returned home after spending several
Selectmen of the Town of Friendship.
ties in the office of Black & Gay. days at Moosehead Lake. While
Canners, Inc.
: there Mrs. Davis attended the
William Golding of South Sud-1 school of instruction for district
Copies of the series of homema stration agent leader of the Alaska bury. Mass., and Mrs. Golding, the deputy grand matrons. Among the
kers' letters prepared by the Univer Extension Service, who plans to sup former Miss Belle Perry of this town, other Eastern Star festivities attendsity of Maine Extension Service have ply a similar service to the mothers called on Miss Frances A. Shaw re ed were inspection of Mowldausis
Chapter; a dinner and reception at
been requested by the home demon of Alaska.
cently.
Recent callers on Mrs Abbie F. Squaw Mt. Inn, for the worthy grand
Rice, included her cousins. Arthur C. matron; sail on Moosehead Lake, and
Jewett of Pittsburgh. Industrial Be- luncheon at Mt Kineo House.
The annual school of instruction
lations Council. Wheeling Steel Corp,
formerly director of Carnegie In for Eastern Star District 12, will be
' stitute of Technology and Mrs. Jew- held July 29 at 2.30 in Tenant's Hari ett. Frederick K Chapman of Bath.! bor with Naomi Chapter. Supper at

THOMASTON

TOWN OF FRIENDSHIP

CLOVER FARM FOOD STORES
TO MAKE SALADS MORE DELICIOUS

USE CLOVER FAR!

Salad

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisement* In this column not to
ticeed three llnee Inserted once for 23
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time
10 cents for three times. Six words

: LOST AND FOUND ♦

|t -O* >O* -O* -O- «O> 'O* >•**«< >O>

Every-Other-Day

>O> *O*

;
WANTED
H *•* ••* *•* *•• *•* *•*••• ^* *•**••••••••••• •••

FOR YOUR APPROVAL WE PRESENT

OCI ETY

MAN WANTED—At once—reliable with
car between 25 and 50 to handle oldest
established business In Knox County,
abcut 800 families—no Investment re
quired. Write at once. J. R WATKINS
COMPANY. Box 367, Newark, N. J
83*84
HAY RAKE wanted.
H. D. CRIE.
84-lt
Thomaston. Tel. 83.
FINNISH GIRL wanted, for house
work; some care of children. Apply ln
person to MRS LAURENCE PERRY
3 Gllchrest St.. Thomaston.
84*80
GIRL wanted for housework, no laun
dry. Call before 2 p. m. IRENE MIL
LER. Rockport.___________________ 84*It
CAPABLE WOMAN with school girl,
has no home, wants housekeeper posi
tion with elderly gentleman. Address
The Courier-Gazette*
84*86

Mrs. James Pease and daughter
Patricia recently visited her aunt,
Mrs. Effie Dyer, at Ash Point, Mr.
Pease Joining them for lunch and an
afternoon swim.

LARGE YELLOW, male cat lost July
8. named Buff MRS BERT CLIFFORD.
149 Park St , Tel 141-W__________ 83*85
CAMEO brooch lost Saturday night
near Paramount on Main St.; generous
reward. Return to THE COURIER-GA
ZETTE.
84*86
KEYTAINER lost Saturday with dozen
keys. Please return to STEVE'S SHOP
next to Senter-Crane’s.
84-86
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 4242 and the
owner of said book asks for duplicate ln
PATIENTS wanted at REST HAVEN,
accordance wtth the provision of the
State Law SECURITY TRUST CO. Bv 105 Llmerock St. Tel. 1293. Eva Am?s.
84*86
ENSIGN OTIS. RECEIVER Rockland.
Maine, June 30, 1937 .
78-Th-84
RELIABLE PERSON wanted to care
for small baby; keep house ln family of
two; references required. TEL 1313.
I? *•• *•* *•• ••• ••* ••• *•* *•* *•• ••• *•■ *•* *•* *••
83-85
• CHAMBER MAID wanted, middle aged

SPECIAL

EA

39'

NATIVE BEETS
2 BCHS *
BCH 5*
NATIVE CARROTS
ICEBERG LETTUCE NATIVE HEAD Jc
NATIVE CUCUMBERS 2 :OR 5«
NATIVE TOMATOES 2 LBS 19c
NEW POTATOES
FECK 29c
GRANDMOTHER'S - PLAIN OR SUGARED

2 ooz 29c

DOUGHNUTS

RED SALMON
FINK SALMON
Cff*A
A UXICj ill ’"<*CHEF BOIARDI
CALO DOG FOOD
CALO CAT FOOD
SCOTT TISSUE
MIDCO ICE CREAM FREEZE

balls

TALL
CAN

23c
2 CANS 23c
2 cans 23c
4 cans 29c
4 cans 29c
3 ROLLS 23C
3 cans 25c

!

Salad Dressing
a

r /1 o 11 r n i V CALLED
a i ■ r rt RAJAH"
o i« u"
FORMERLY

1OC

AR

33

19®

Special offer to A&P customers who buy Ann Page Salad Dressing.
Every customer who buys Ann Page Dressing has the privilege
ol gelling a lovely Tyrolean Apron (today’s style craze) (or 25c.
She can get as many as she wants, each on the same basis.
Ask your manager for further details

LUCIEN K. GREEN

TO LET

GREGORY-DOLLIVER

box

I .

Shredded Wheat 2 PKGS
B

Fig Bars
Mustard

PIONEER

dulk

2

ann page

Mint Julep

SUNDINE

I •
23c Orange Juice

J

package

B
DeanS

can

IONA — with
tomato sauce

13c Dill Pickles

cans

SUNDINE

Zjc

13c

"can 10c

LBS 25c Ann Page Beans
9jar 7c

« -

_

grapefruit

( ANS

19e

2 QUART
CONTAINERS

Wi
4 TO 5 LB. AVERAGE
FOWL
FRESH NATIVE,
NEW ENGLAND RAISED
BROILERS
SUKNYFIELD
CURE
DAISY HAMS
FAN, FRESH
HAMBURG STEAK GROUND

Minced Ham
LB
Bologna
lb
Cooked Corned Beef <
Cottage Chsese 2 lbs
Potato Salad
2 lbs

29«
LB 29c
LB 39c
LB 19c

23c
23c

25c
25c
25c

SCALLOPS FRESH LB 29c
STEAK COD

2

FOR SALE

•K

► *•**•• *•**••••-••. ^. ^.
Summer Cottages

lbs 17c

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
993

Telephone

We Deliver

SHORT SHANK LEAN

SMOKED SHOULDERS............. lb 24c
GENUINE SPRING

LAMB LEGS............................... lb 29c
TENDER. LEAN

CHUCK ROAST......................... lb 21c
FRESH KILLED NATIVE

FOWL, 5 to 6 lb average............. lb 29c
LOIN

rir

Lamb Chops, lb 31c Lamb Chops, lb 43c
SLICED

SLICED

Boiled Ham, lb 43c Minced Ham, lb 21c
SQUIRES

FRESH WESTERN

doz 29c Pure Lard, 2 lbs 29c

Eggs,

NATIVE GREEN

NATIIT. ICEBERG

Lettuce,

2 hds 17c Cabbage,

ib 3c

MIRACLE WHIP 1-2 pt 19c; pts 28c; qt 43c
NEW

RED RIPE

Tomatoes, 2 lbs 29c Potatoes,
LARGE

STRING

Beans,

pk 29c

4 qts 25c Cukes,

4 for 23c

SLICED

FANCY QUALITY

Frankfurters lb 21c Chicken Loaf Ib 31c

OPEN FOR BUSINESS—12 MYRTLE ST.
Rooms by Day or Week—Table Service
Under New Management

W. F. SAVAGE
82-84

ROCKLAND
WEDNESDAY

II TI V 9ft
O V JL, 1

J

25% to 50% OFF

APRICOTS SUNSWEET 11PKGOZ
2 LB
PKG 19c
PRUNES
SUNSWEET
PRUNE JUICE SUNSWEET ?atp 25c
Eye, A TALL 4^
KidneyS Pea la CANS
B&M BEANS Yc-llow
B&M BROWN BREAD
CAN 16c
HIRES rb°e» EXTRACT
25c
HIRES C,NCM
BOT 25c
ale Extract
ROLL IOC
SCOTT TOWELS
Uneeda Biscuits 3 PKGS 13c Juice

These Are Brand New

OUR OPENING SALE
STILL CONTINUES

(bin (page
PT.
JAR

CLOTH COATS
for FALL.
WHITE COATS

<«CioverFakm Stores

WATERMELONS

riable musical tastes may be, the
male quartet is perennially popular
and decidedly so was the group who
isteners Express Their Pleas pealed "The Bells of St. Mary's,”
ure At Miss McLaughlin’s Adams, meaning that honors were
bestowed upon Harold Greene,
W. P. A. Program
Chester Wyllie, Edward Veazie and
John Robinson.
In thelr first public appearance
. Ask any music lover whether it is
Tuesday night at the Armory, pupils I the exqulslte VQlce Qf Mlss McLaugh.
of Miss Lotte McLaughlin, supervisor j jin or her radiant personality which

WERE DELIGHTED

the local WPA educational pro casts the spell—for spell there is—
gram, were hailed with high hope and the instant response will be
and more than justified it ln a pol "Both.” Happy in her dual role of
Mrs. Belle Southard was the guest
ished performance. A hush of soul- director and artist, Rockland's be
Wc have left a few
can 39c
of Mrs. Emma Witham Wednesday.
Lobster,
felt enjoyment, broken by cordial loved soprano found expression for
Salad Produce
plaudits, such as they received, is no joy in "Escsasy," Rummel, contrast
Clover Farm—No. 2'*2 can
Native Iceberg
Mrs. Carl O'Brien and daughter
idle flattery coming from a Rockland ing it with the favorite, “The Old
The marriage of Thomas J. Flemcan 29c
Betty, are spending the summer in
Lettuce,
2 hds 19c Fruit Cocktail,
audience versed in musical apprecia Refrain," Kreisler," which carried
At
Sharply
Reduced
Prices
ng of this city and Miss Nora Evelyn
Y'ellow
Cling
—
No.
2*i
can
her soaring notes in resonant clar
Union,
guests
at
the
farm
of
Mr.
and
Native Hot House
tion.
Davis of Tenant's Harbor will take
Mrs. Levi Berry.
With less than six months' train ity. There is more than graciousness
can 21c
Cucumbers, 2 for 19c Peaches,
place at St. Bernard's Church July
ing to their credit, Miss McLaugh in the McLaughlin nature, there Is a
Glendale Formosa
22 at 7.30. The bride-elect is a
Miss Ernestine Carver Is the guest
Mrs. lane's
lin's
35 to 40 pupils have profited to thoughtfulness of the general pub
daughter Of Mr. land Mrs. E. L. of Miss Lillian Baker until Friday,
V2 Mb P^g 23c
remarkable extent. It is possible lic's taste, else the program could not
Peas, two 16 oz cans 23c Tea,
FUR
STORAGE
AND
REPAIRS
Davis.
when Miss Baker will accompany her
that their gratifying aptitude was In have been arranged with such mas
Green Cup
Shrimp,
No. 1 can 17c
School St. Odd Fellows Block Tel. 541 Rockland
to her home at Vinalhaven for a visit.
degree responsible for their instruc terly detail. As a charming "thank
was
hostess
Coffee,
lb 23c
tween 2 and 4 p. m. at SMITH HOUSE
Mrs. Ernest Buswell
tor's
top form during the recital, as you" for two lovely bouquets, Miss
84*86
.Ask How You May Win a
MODERN 5-room apartment with
Monday to the Mite Club. Mrs.
Miss Joan Berman, daughter of
Ivory Soap, med. cake 6c
The New England Nightingale” McLaughlin sang, "I Sent You Red
639-J.. City. 20 Camden St.
79-tf
Free Grocery Account
MIDDLE-AGED man wanted to do
Carolyn Jones was high line at con Mr. and Mrs. Harry Berman, has
$1000 FREE GROCERIES
gowned in aqua all-over lace with Roses.”
Two lge cakes
21c
i SMALL 5-room house to let with ga- farm chores; must be good milker. E.
gone to Everett Pond (of the Beltract.
rage, hot water heat, toilet, partially E CHAPMAN. West Neck. Nobleboro.
Every solo and every chorale was a
schools. Mr. Gregory, the son of shirred bodice and side pleats, was
director of music; Edward A. Healey.!6 o'clock.
________________________________
81*86
furnished or unfurnished. MRS. L. O.
grades) to spend the summer at
delight unto Itself but ln “The
Mr. and Mrs. Alvra W. Gregory of never more charming or vivacious
, FRENCH, Camden, Me
84*86
MIDDLE-AGED WOMAN wants a light
ME., of New York. Mrs. Healey and
The program to be presented by
Miss Madeline Ulmer, has returned Blrchcrest Camp.
<MtATC
Rockland, is also a graduate of Rock
WILL RENT cheap a set of farm housekeeping position. Write R. A . care
daughter Lois; a nephew. Prof. Sid- the Garden Club ln the Baptist auDonald Merriam made the program Italian Street iSong" by the Irish84*86
to her home ln Roxbury, Mass, hav
I buildings including house, shed and The Courier-Gazette.
Pretty
Owl
’
s
Head
Wedding
land
High,
1930,
and
of
Lowell
Tex

FOR
SALE
....................................................
announcements
and voiced th? city's American composer, Victor Herbert,
' ney C. Tobey. of the Colorado State efitorium Friday’ at 8 oclock is;
| barn.
H. L. TIBBETTS. Waldoboro
ing been guest for a few days of Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Arthnr Small and
Me
84*86
tile Institute, 1934. He is a member pride and pleasure in having the a gay. frolicsome piece, the nightin
YOUNG LADY wants position doing
College, formerly of this place and Greetings, president, Miss Rita C.
PINE TREE DIVISION—SPECIAL CASH PRICES
Unites
Popular
Couple
—
and Mrs Lloyd Jameson.
daughter Carol, were overnight
TWO-ROOM furnished apartment to housework for summer. Write P O
of Omicron Pi Fraternity and of services of a trained artist to further I f>a'e an<^ her songsters reached suMrs. Tobey. who are both attending Smith; poems by Elizabeth Hanly
. let. bath FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park 8t . BOX 413. City___________________ 83*85
guests Wednesday, of Mrs. Small's
To Reside In Ohio
| Tau Epsilon Sigma, honorary schol its cultural development. A chorale premacy in thelr art. Buoyant and
Tel 330
82-tf
Columbia University summer school; Danforth. "Her Garden. "House O'
TWO small old ship lanterns wanted
Capt, and Mrs. Harry Smith. Mrs. sister, Mrs. Edward Staples, at South
I astic fraternity. He is employed by rendition of "Sunshine and Happi sustained, the work closed the pro
78tf
FOUR ROOMS to let. lights and toi at once. TEL. Rockland 853-13.
Miss Janet Leighton of Harrisburg, Dreams, and "Autumn Home ComThe home of Mr. and Mrs. A. G.
Ella Hyland and Mrs. Adah Rob Brewer.
I this morning from Good's funeral let Adults preferred. Enquire at 183 MASON work wanted by good reliable
the Firestone Tlrt Jt Rubber Co., ness," Oley Speaks, opening the har gram in a blaze of operatic splendor.
CAMDEN
Penn. who with her family, is sum- inI- Mrs. Adelaide Hanly. reader;
MAIN
ST
.
Thomaston.
83-85
mason FRANK E GRAY, 21 Frederick
____
jhome, Rev. Weston P. Holman offlerts. motored to Portland, Sunday,
Dolliver at Owl's Head was the scene of Akron.
St..
City,
Tel.
8533.
6O*73-tf
mony hour on a bright note, demon Mrs. Faith Berry was accompanist.
mer.ng at Litchfield.
: pictures illustrating
“Continuous
THREE-ROOM apartment to let. ln
Miss Rose Adams went today to of a charming summer wedding
where they attended the dedication
Miss Flora Fish of Rockland Is elating. Burial was in the family lot excellent condition, upstairs, at 17 War ONE PLATFORM SCALE, capacity 600
A friendly hour of cards preceding
Bidden oit of town guests were strated solid ensemble work in shad
Members of St. John's parish and Bloom in the Qarden'' and accom
ren St Apply at 11 JAMES ST
81-tf lbs . and the Blue Studebaker. R B
of the gun, presented by the George Gull Pond, Rangeley, where she will Wednesday, when at noon their Rev. and Mrs. F. V. Stanley, Mr. and
panying lecture. Miss Rita C. Smith, guest of Mrs. Frances Fish. Pear’ ! in Mountain cemetery.
the
musicale occupied the players al
ed tones and full throated untty.
guests motored to Oakland
FURNISHED apartment to let three MAGUNE. 100 Maverick St. Tel. 315 or
F. Dow Camp US.W.V. of South Join her brother George Adams at daughter, Louise, was united in mar Mrs. Harold Barnes of Cohasset,
22 tables, a prize being awarded at
755-M___________________________ 84*86
rooms and tath; modern. TEL. 972-R
Miss
Gladys
Grant
is
a
contralto
' Sunday afternoon for a picnic lunch rea<tfr sale of flowers. This pro- street
Camp Waya-Awi, as teacher of Eng riage to Robert Crockett Gregory of
Portland.
82*84
THREE good work horses, for sale; 1
GROSS NECK
Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Spoffard, whose deep, controlled voice strikes each table—-by Kay McDonald.
The body of Frederick Glover was
and out of door sports, the group in gram is open to the public for a small
lish for the summer.
FIVE ROOMS to let with toilet, fin pony for sale or to let. clever for chil
Akron, Ohio. The decorations, in Mrs. Fannie Crockett, Mr. and Mrs clear and true and was used to ex
admission
fee.
brought
here
this
week
for
burial
in
dren;
8
cows
MURDICK
W
CRAMER,
quire 12 KNOX ST Tel. 156-W
cluding Rev. Herbert B. Pulsifer and
al-tf
Miss Betty Brown who has been
Mrs. Ethel Feyler of Waldoboro
charge of Mrs. H. V. Tweedie and Harry Judkins of Stonington; Prof cellent advantage in "Rose of My
MAINE FLOWER SHOWS
• • • •
Mountain cemetery. He was a na.lve
SECOND floor furnished Apt., to let Tel. 6-22. Rt 17. Washington. Me 84-86
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fisher (Made
grandson. Edward Pulsifer. Jr., of
spending
a week as the guest of her
called
on
(Mrs.
Charles
L.
Eugley
re

Mrs. H. A. Stanley, featured cut and Mrs. Percy Judd of Lowell Heart," Lohr.
at 14 MASONIC ST
83*86 J
of
this
place
but
had
lived
in
New

Miss
Grant
also
Chain
Store
Robbed
1 Portland who is visiting here. Mrs.
aunt, Mrs. Freeman F. Brown, has line Rubenstein) of Brookline, Mass, flowers and ferns, with a color
Dates of the summer flower shows
SIX-ROOM modern house to let. Ap
cently.
Mass.; Rev. and Mrs. Albert Luce joined Mrs. Ruth Hoch for the duet,
Edward Stone and daughters. Miss
The A AP store on Main street buryport. Mass, for many years.
ply W. J. ROBERTSON, Lumber Yard
returned to her home at Vinalhaven. nave arrived to spend the season scheme of rose, yellow and orchid
tj be held ln Maine this season are
*
of
Bucksport;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sea
Mr
Sidelinger
of
North
Waldoboro
Thomaston.
77-tf
Committal
services
for
Clara
LattBarcarolle,
”
Offenbach,
the
latter
with Mrs. Fisher’s parents, Mr. and
Virgina Pierce. Elaine Stone. Mrs. was broken into Tuesday night and
*
predominating. In the living room brook Gregory of Berlin, Conn.; Miss singing alone the beautiful number, being announced. The following
SIX-ROOM modern apartment to let
The meeting of the Rockland Gar- Mrs. David Rubenstein, Main street.
Richard Wyllie. Miss Edna Watts, robbed of 10 cartons of cigarettes, a ning. 76. who died in Bangor July 11, : made a call Tuesday at Pearl Sim Apply
4
W. J. ROBERTSON, Lumber Yard
where the ceremony was performed, Ruth Clay and Mrs. C. W. Clay of "Love Is ln My Heart," Woodman, schedule includes most of the shows
mons.
wffe
held
at
Lincolnville
Center
Thomaston
77-tf
den Club scheduled for Tuesday,
Miss Alcada L. Hall. Miss Edith M market basket of loose cigarettes,
cf interest throughout the State;
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Crapser, of an arch of rambler roses and ferns Lincoln; Miss Virginia Clark of in which light trills were a melodic
Miss Esther Genthner is visiting
SMALL furnished apartment to let.
‘ Keller. Wilhelmena. Robert
and and the cash register rifled of change -vesterday* conducted by Rev. Robert
July 27. has been changed to Mon
BECKWITH Concert Grand Plano for
Camden Garden Clulb, July 27-28.
was
farmed
aiound
the
tow
window,
also
two
unfurnished.
100
Union
St.,
sale,
fine
tone,
ln
good
condition
19
Cape
Elizabeth;
Miss
Edna
De
variation.
Brahm's
"Lullaby"
was
an
|
Medford,
Mass
,
were
weekend
guests
Bentley Watts. Mary. Betty, Wilma amounting to about $10.
Beecher and burial was in the fam- her sister Mrs. Irvine Condon in LEOLA ROSE
day, July 26, in order not to conflict
76-tf PURCHASE ST.. City.
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Riverside
Garden Club, Kittery,
roped
by
a
large
white
wedding
bell
laney of New Bedford. Mass.; Rev, effective choice for the mellow soft
Thomaston.
and Helen Sheffield. Sayward and
Entrance was gained by a rear
townwith the Flower Show of the Camden of Mrs. Crapserts brother and wife
FURNISHED front room to let $4 ■ GOOD HORSE for sale, pood worker,
July 28.
under
which
the
bridal
party
stood.
and
Mrs.
Jesse
Kenderdine
of
Bath
week.
FOSS
HOUSE.
77
Park
St.
ness
of
Mrs.
Hazel
Atwood's
vocal
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Levi
Berry,
at
their
_________ 78-tf driver and saddle horse. SAMI MATSON.
Garden Club on that date. Mrs. E.
Elroy H. Gross has returned to
Richard Hall. George Little. Naomi window, the hollow iron bars of a
Mr and Mrs- Robert Bradley and
Dexter Garden Club, Aug. 4.
Individual bouquets in baskets and Mrs. Augusta Sadler. Wesley Sadler power while for the lyric ability of
FOUR-room apartment to let, fur- w&rreB__________________________ 84*It
Stewart Orbeton. will be hostess at farm in Union.
and William Henderson of this town grating being bent to allow the *wo children of Boothbay Harbor Bath, N. Y.
Ellsworth Garden Club, Aug. 9.
nlshed and heated: garage. 88 Pleasant
TWO ONE-HORSE mowing machines
vases were fashioned from larkspur, of Waterbury, Conn.; Mrs. Albion Mrs Lillian Joyce the selection, "A
her home in West Rockport, with a
78-tf i for sale; also raking machine, new last
Elaine Boutelle and Dorothy Mont- marauders to reach in and unfasten were recent guests of Mrs. Carrie j Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simmons. St., Tel. 913-J. Adults only
Houlton Garden Club, Aug. 10-11.
calendula
and
gladioli.
The
stair

Mrs. Mary Cooper is the guest of
Gross of Lincolnville; Miss Lois Nor Birthday ” Cowen, was most fitting.
STEAM heated office to let. central year 2 new mllch cows- gOod work
speaker from the State Department
the lock. In making their get-away Drake and Miss Grace Drake.
gomery of Cushing.
| Woodrow Simmons and Miss Mar location.
horse. 1400 lbs. PETER EDWARDS. Tel.
Rangeley Lakes Garden Club,
Tel 133
way down which the bride and her ris of Malden, Mass.; and Daniel
78-tf1 806-J
Mrs
H.
M.
Noyes
at
North
Haven.
True
in
technique
and
powerfully
84-86
of Agriculture, Augusta.
• • • •
Mrs. Alice Mason of Wolfboro, guerite Simmons were Rockland visithe back door was taken from its
Rangeley,
Aug. 17.
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
attendant
came
was
banked
on
one
Yahle of Montclair, N. J.
rich in tone, the offerings of Francis
AUSTIN COTTAGE on Georges River
modern. Apply at Camden & Rockland
i N. H., has been visiting Mr. and Mrs I tors Saturday.
Osewantha Garden Club, South
Joseph Cross of Portland is spend- hinges.
Mrs.
Edward
Hellier
and
daugh
side
with
pink
gamblers,
larkspur
Other
bidden
guests
were
Mrs
Water Co., Tel. 634
7-tf ln So. Cushing for sale; new buildings,
Havener
needed
but
a
grain
more
William Fred Coily Jr., 3-year-old
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick and the I G. L. Carr.
lights, artesian well MRS L. AUSTIN,
Portland, Aug. 17.
1 ing this week with his parents. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Creamer and
care of Lucia Goddard. Star Rt., Cush
son of Mr. and Mrs. William Coily ters, Mrs. John Creighton and Miss and green in a novel and effective Thomas of South Thomaston; Mrs expression to rate them superior.
State
Police
are
investigating
but
Rockland Garden Club, Aug. 17-18.
and Mrs. George E. Cross, during a
Thomas Carr. Roy Carr and Rob- Miss Pauline Creamer of Waldoboro
ing.
83*85
Alice
Hellier,
attended
the
flower
manner.
In
the
dining
room
individ

H.
O.
Heistad
of
Rockport;
Mr.
and
He sang “Who Is Sylvia?” Schubert,
of Glen Cove, is visiting his grand
»
t 15-FOOT square end dory, for
Bryant Pond Garden Club, Aug. 18
vacation from his duties at the there are no clues as yet.
sale,
ert John of Penacook. N. H„ are were at the William Gross home Sun-'
show in Augusta, Wednesday.
ual bouquets formed the decorative Mrs. Herman A. Stanley, Mr. and "Hear Me, Ye Winds and Waves,”
parents.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Cicero
Coily
I with new outboard motor. MRS AUSHarpswell Garden Club, South
guests o the former's brother, G. L day.
Congress Square Hotel.
motif.
TIN. care •of Lucia Goddard. Star Rt.
Mrs. C. R. Stewart, Mrs. Winnifred Hendel and “Come To the Fair,”
at Old Town.
Mrs.
Myron
Mank
was
hostess
to
Cushing
Carr.
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Harpswell,
Aug. 18.
Miss A. Mabel Fernald spent the
VINALHAVEN
Preceding the ceremony Miss Carol Stanley. Mr. and Mrs. Russell Stew Martin. The last named demands a
Miss Pauline Eugley has returnee ■*■•*■*•*♦■*•*■*■**••*♦♦•*51
ONE-HORSE mowing machine for
T. and E. Club Wednesday afternoon Gardner played "At Dawning" (CadMousam Valley Garden Club, San
weekend at a camp in Lincolnville
-------| Mrs. Everett Larrabee of Bridgton jhome after visiting her sister Mrs
S0TI?0? £Jet’ 6 room8' runnlng sale;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
P.
P.
Bicknell
have
art, Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Dolliver. Mrs definite dash and animation. "Just
also hayrake. 213 LIMEROCK ST .
, ,
.. _
_
i .
. ...
....
_
l„
.
| water, bath, lights, conveniences; beauford, Aug. 18-19.
with her sister Mrs. Eugene Upham
82-84
Lafayette Carver Relief Corps will 15 visiting her mother, Mrs. E. L Harold McFarland in New Harbor, tlfully situated at Ingraham's Hill. A. Tel 806-M________
returned from a trip to Moosehead at her home on Broadway. Sewing man) and “I Love You Truly" (Car Marguerite MacAlman, Dr. and Mrs
bit of nonsense," laughed Mrs.
and
luncheon
were
enjoyed.
Eastport Garden Club, Aug. 19-20. |
1937
1*2
Ton
Chevrolet
truck
for
sale,
of Camden.
hold a cake sale Friday at 2 o'clock Sprague, Mountain street.
! Mrs. vnio
—
..
E
brunberg
.
Tei
197-w
or
151-w
rie
Jacobs-Bond),
and
at
the
strains
Lake,
and
with
their
sons.
Billy
and
Villa Morse of the village re- 1
H. V. Tweedie, Miss Ruth Marston Helen Wentworth as she roguishly82-84 short wheelbase, rack body, only 3800
Old Bristol Garden Club. Damaris i
Mr ar.l Mrs Darrell Gifford and at Senter-Crane Store. All the I Mrs. Gordon Ryder of Springfield cently visited her parents, Mr. anti
of the Bridal March from "Lohen Maynard L. Marston, Dr. and Mrs announced her musical readings,
David, are spending a few weeks at
four-room cottage to let or for sale miles 63 OAY ST. City________ 83*85
Mrs. Raymond Cross. Miss Marion
cotta,
Aug. 19-20.
sons David and Richard. Miss Flor- members will furnish a cake. On the Vs at the home of her mother Mrs. i Mrs- Charles L. Eugley.
grin."
the
officiating
clergyman.
| ?'‘.th garage, near shore _on Spruce Head; CAMERA. S'jxa1.. with lens, for sale,
their Alford Lake cottage.
William Ellingwood, Miss Doris Col
Invy" (for Rev. Fr. Flynn) and "No
Upham and Mrs. Maurice Athearn
_
1 I’lxnd. J 8 ALLARD. Ocean View six plate or film holders, case and tri
; ence Cor.nal and Miss Ruth Enos of committee are Eliza Patterson. Flor- Clara Pullen, on a visit.
Rev.
F.
V.
Stanley
of
Cohasset,
Mass.,
Mr. ana Mrs Clarence Richards Camp Spruce Head Lsiand
81*86 pod. 120
tart,
Mrs.
Isaac
Simmons,
Rev.
and
Limit.
”
Superb
they
were
and
PLEASANTVILLE. Box 35.
were winners at cards at the meeting
Mrs. Grace Rollins was hostess to
Rochester. N. Y.. are guests of Mr. ence Smith. Marion Sholes and Ab- Miss Marv n nav.x entertained ' have bf*n recently Rockland visitors
83*85
"Sweeten it with Domino
LARGE cottage at Crescent Beach for Warren
Miss Mary C. Davis entertained
of the D. and F. Club held this week uncle of the bride, the groom and Mrs. C. E. Brooks, Miss Amy Sher hearty was the laughter they roused.
I
sale
or
to
let
for
the
season:
completely
FIVE-ROOM hou-t with cellar, for
23 members husbands and guests
and Mrs Guy K Lermond at their bie Hutchingson.
hls
groomsman.
John
W
Garner
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Allen
Waltz
of
West
man,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Henry
deRoche
With
accuracy
of
pitch
Mrs.
Esther
Refined in U.S.A
Mrs. Frances Fish and Miss Flora
furnished, everything modern. EDWARD sale, on Meadow Rd ; price $550. small
at the home of Mrs. Lloyd Jameson.
Kezar Falls, took their places under mont, Misses Marguerite and Donna Berman gave creditable presentations
_______________74-tf payment down, bal ln rent
V. F _ of the Chapin Class. Tuesday night
cottage at Holiday Beach.
Ac??™ °i 5toclcland Fish of Rockland at dinner Tuesday Waldoboro were callers last Thursday GONIA. City.
Quick icings
Fruits.cereals
-» *»...
.1
at Holiday Beach. An excellent pic
and fillings
iced drinks.
BEAUTIFUL cottage lots on Spruce STUDLEY 283 Main St Tel. 1154
Miss Elizabeth Henry went Sun- is guest. of
Mr and
Mrs. E A. Smalat Charles L. Eugley's.
in “Let My Song Fill Your Heart."
Mrs. C. H. B. Seliger and daugh the arch, joined by the bride and her deRochemont, Miss Katherine
82-tf
Head
Island,
on
salt
water,
connected
nic supper preceded an evening of ter, Mrs. Stephen A. Haboush. with bridesmaid, Miss Margaret Stevens Veazie, Miss Carol Gardner and Charles, and "The Year's at the
day to Oakland where she has em- ley.
Mrs. Henry Freytag leaves today I “J?
C“lled reCently with mainland by bridge, Tel. 853-13
TWO ship models ln case lor sale,
games. "63" beano and contract mur- their guests. Dr. and Mrs. Edward of Rockland. The double ring serv Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gregory,
46-tf built by the late A. W Hatch: can be
ployment at the North Pond Club
Leonard Vinal of Connecticut is for Brockton. Mass, where she will
Spring," Beach. An unmistakable
0,31165 Kal6r °f West Wa>seen at 20 BEECHWOODtj STREET.
nlshing amusement. “A delightful Haboush of New York, motored to ice was used.
fcr the remainder of the summer, visiting his daughter Mrs. John
sincerity was noted in the singing of
Thomaston
82*84
Rockland.
spend a few days with Mr. Freytag,
Warr'.
„
time" was the verdict.
her uncle Frank Lineken motoring Chilles.
uncle Howard Coose for the sum
The bride was at her loveliest in Congratulations and best wishes Mrs. Marianne Bullard whose num
THREE-PIECE living room set for sale,
Bar Harbor for the weekend.
who has employment in that city, j TUeaday
Was a
mer. His father. Miles Keene is also Majestic radio, day bed. breakfast
aqua blue organdy over aqua blue follow Mr. and Mrs. Gregory into bers were "Mountains." Rasbach, and i
there to take her.
Mrs. Austin Calderwood enterset. banjo clock, wall clock, bedroom
Lawrence Beverage, who has been
Mr and Mrs Melvin Weeks of
B. L. Segal announces the engage taffeta and she carried yellow roses their married life from a wide circle Homing," Del Riego. However va- ;
Edward Killeran. who has been tained the members of her Sunday
chair. MRS. C. W. PROCTOR. 39 Union
Mrs. Irvine Condon and Mrs. Ed- aIs0 there for a short visit.
a patient at Knox Hospital, is con ment of his daughter Miss Annette and white sweet peas. Miss Stevens'
St.
82-84
visiting Mr. and Mrs. James Sleeper School Class Tuesday at Idlewild Marlboro. Mass., and Mrs. E. Weeks gar Libby and son of Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Libby and
of friends, both bride and groom
GOOD JERSEY COW for sale, due to
valescing at the home of Mayor and Segal of Washington, D. C. to Ben gown was of yellow tulle over yellow
in South Portland for ten days, re- Camp at Shore Acres. Those pres.. of Augusta are guests of Mrs. Flora were guests Tuesday of Mrs. Melvin daughter visited Mr. and Mrs. Car- freshen July 16 A WICK. Rt 131.
being held in highest esteem by all
'fU»mard.
Mrs. Leforest Thurston, a few days, jamin Goldberg of Baltimore.
Union, near Butler’s Garage.
82*84
Genthner.
taffeta and her bouquet was of or who know them.
turned home Monday.
j ent were Marilyn Geary. Norma
roll Dennison recently.
before
returning
to
North
Haven.
DING DONG property for sale at St.
Mrs Harry Holt, Kennetn Holt and
chid sweet peas and yellow chrysan
Miss Madeline Paquin. who has Phillips, Marilyn Carver. Carrie
Mr. and Mrs. Hawley of Waltham. Oeorge. on river about ’2 acre. FRED
Mr. and Mrs. William Geddes of themums. The mother of the bride Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Thompson
been guest of Miss Dorothy Wallace Gray. Matia Robinson. Priscilla Chll- Miss Virginia Jamieson went yester
SMALLEY,
Tenant
’
s
Harbor.
Mass., are guests of Mrs. Ralph
HOPE
Mrs. Mae D. Schwab, of Quincy, Flushing, L. I., N. Y., are guests of
82*84-88*90-94*96
wore midnight blue lace over Alice of Boston were recent guests of rel
for a few days, has returned to Au- ! les and Marise Gray. A picnic din- day to Brookline, Mass., where they
Miss Maralyn Brown visited rela Brown.
Mass.,
who has been the guest of her Mr. Geddes' mother, Mrs. John
DANISH
ball
heads
red
cabbage
and
will spend a few days.
blue taffeta, and the mother of the atives in this city.
gusta.
ner was enjoyed.
tives and friends in Spruce Head
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Sezak and snow-ball cauliflower plants for sale.
brother Sanford Delano, Franklin Geddes at Crescent Beach.
groom blue lace over blue taffeta.
Beginning Monday a Union Vaca-| David Mills of Camden is in town
Mrs. Brown of Seattle. Wash., is and Camden last week, returning son Thomas of Fairhave, Mass., are EDWIN A DEAN. Rockland. Tel. 671-J.
street, and of friends in Thomaston,
81-86
Following the ceremony an infor Mrs. Cora Smith Mrs. Florence
guest of Mrs. Mary Howe.
tion Bibl; School will be held in the this week.
home Monday.
at Hobbs' Pond for the summer. Mr
SIX-ROOM modern house for sale.
the past week, has returned home.
Mrs. W. A. Pritchard of Ayer. Mass, mal reception was held, the bride Philbrook and Miss Daphne Win
Baptist vestry for two weeks. SesMrs. Percy McLaughlin and chilFred Maddocks dropped dead late
Miss Faith Ludwig entertained five Sezak will be associated with Hatchet Almost new. Located in Thomaston.
is guest of Mrs. Wesley L. Oxton, for presiding over the refreshment table slow were winners of high scores at
For details, apply W J. ROBERTSON.
g
sions will be held from 9 to 11.30 dren of Danforth are guests of her yesterday afternoon. He leaves two young friends at a party Monday, the Mt. Camp.
Mrs. Wilbur Cross entertained the week.
Lumber Yard. Thomaston.
77-tf
the
Wednesday
afternoon
meeting
of
which was laid in white and prettily
daughters and four sons He was occasion being her fourth birthday.
daily except Saturday and Sunday, mother Mrs Florence Gross.
members of the Thimble Club this
Several local men enjoyed a deep
RICH dark loam and gravel for sale
We are still selling the entire bankrupt stock of
for flower garden and lawns delivered.
appointed in pink and white. The EJ A. Club held at the home of
Miss Louise Thurston, who recently ( Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Smith and for many years employed by the Ice c ream and birthday cake were sea fishing trip last 6unday.
week
at
sewing
and
late
lunch.
Mrs.
Alice
Munro
of
Springfield,
Tel 167-11 or 23-W. WM ANDERSON.
Mrs. Smith.
centerpiece
was
formed
by
the
wed

■ completed teaching duties in South- Mrs. Minnie Smith of Houlton are Oeorge H Thomas Fuel Co. Funeral served. Those present were Joy True.
78tf
Twenty-four members of
the West Meadow Road
Mass, comes today on her annual
Jewelry, Gifts, Silver, etc., of the G. W. Palmer &
arrangements have not been com Natalie and Glenn Payson. Jane Rob Pearse family held a picnic at Hobbs'
Mr. and Mrs. C. Alton Palmer, who summer visit, and will be the guest ding cake, iced in white and deco
port, and Is with her parents. Mr visiting relatives in town
USED mackerel and herring barrels
Mrs.
J.
L.
McAleny
of
Portland
is
and
kegs,
for
shipping
iced
fish.
Casks
of
pleted.
rated with roses, and topped by mini
and Mrs Wendell Barlow for the! Mis. J H. Carver returned Mon
were honored by several social gath of her son, Daniel Munro.
bins and Miss Maralyn Brown. Pond last Sunday, the occasion cel various sizes. Write for particulars.
Son store at
ature bride and groom. The cake the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Col
erings during their visit here, have
summer, will be the director of this ■ day from Rockland where
her
Frank Payson. Mrs Margaret Rob ebrating the 81st birthday of Mrs. HENRY A. THORNDIKE. Newport. R I
lamore for the week. She was
78-tf
Mrs. Warren C. Benson
returned to their home in Pittsfield.
school and assisting her will be Mrs. daughter Miss Ernestine underwent a
bins and Mrs. W. C. Wellman were Adell Pearse of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fredette were was made by the bride's aunt, Mrs.
Those USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
accompanied by her son William
H.
A.
Stanley.
Pink
candles
in
Vernon Achorn. Mrs. Ellis C. Young. tonsil operation at Knox Hospital.
called to Bingham this morning by
Katie, widow of Warren C. Benson, also callers Monday at the Ludwig present were Mrs. Pearse’s sons and let for the season phone us. RockianJ
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
The class of 1912 R.HB., will hold the illness of his mother.
graceful holders flanked it. In cut who returned after a weekend visit,
Mrs. Walter McLain and Miss MaNathan Pulling, son of Mr. and died Tuesday morning at her home home.
their families. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph j
78-tf
a reunion at Crescent Beach Inn,
ting and serving her cake the bride Miss Donna deRochemont has re
rie Clark, as teachers of the pri- Mrs. Howard Pulling of Wellesley, on Central street, following a long
Miss Velma Dennison. Mr. and Mrs. Pearse and family, Mi. and Mrs. , house in Thomaston for sale, furTuesday. Aug. 10, with a banquet
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse W. Smith and was assisted by Miss Virginia Clark turned from Easton where she visit
mary group; Mrs. Forest W. Stone, summer resident here for several and painful illness. She was bom in William Dennison and sons Cecil and Aubrey Pearse and family of Hope 5?’htd: “ye rooms, bath, electric lights
Come in at once while the selection is still good.
neighborhood. Price reasonable.
and dancing as major attractions. Miss Hazel Kellar are in Cambridge. of Cape Elizabeth, Miss Doris ColMrs. Frank Richards and
Miss; years arrived Monday from Washtng- 8tonington, daughter of Amos and Adelbert called Tuesday on Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Pearse and fam- : Good
Apply to F. D elliot, Thomaston
ed Miss Marjorie Towle
Mass., called by the death of Mr. tart, Miss Ruth Marston and Miss
Thurston. the girls .of the interme- ; ton. D. C.. where Mr. Pulling was Sarah (Robbins) Small, but the Mrs. Aubrey Pearse and Mr. and Mrs. ily of Lincolnville. Mr. and Mrs..
SPECIAL—1 will give One Hour Service on all
Miss Helen Rubenstein, who was Smith's sister, Mrs Minnie Payne.
Carol Gardner. Miss Ruth Clay of Miss Corinne Berry of Boston is
diate age; Harvey Kelley of Bernard delegate from the Wellesley troop of greater part of her life was spent j Ernest Johnson,
Frank Pearse. Herbert Pearse and
one of the graduates at Simmons
Jewelry Repair (Work and Gold Soldering Jobs.
j Miss Velma Dennison of South Mrs. Dearse of Camden.
' and Alfred P. Chapman, Jr., inter boys to National Boy Scouts Jam in this town.
Lincoln was in charge of the guest visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Senter.
College this year, left the latter part
Miss Norma Philbrick is at Knox book and Miss Edna Delaney, New Broadway.
mediate boys. The subjects taught boree. He also acted as scribe and
She is survived by two daughters. ' Thomaston is visiting her cousin
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Dennison and
of June on a students' cruise abroad. Hospital recovering from tonsil and Bedford. Mass., of the gifts, whose
will be Bible study. Scripture mem- photographer for hls division.
Mrs William Delaney and Miss 'Bertha Pearse. Mr. and Mrs. Claude Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Dennison were
W
Mrs. A. L. Vose has returned home
((Open Road Tour). Sailing from adenoid operations.
abundance included flat silver, elec
! ory verses, and handwork, which will
Thomas Baum returned Saturday Bessie Benson of this place; two sons. 1 Dennison also of that town passed supper guests Sunday of Mr. and , expert Tailoring Suits made to
after
spending a few days with Miss
Hoboken. N. J., on the S. S. Volentrical appliances, house furnishings,
' include drawing and pasting for the from Westerly, R. I.
Pred Benson of Maplewood, Mass., ithe weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Car- Mrs Merton Johnson. This group 1 order- Clothing for the entire family
Cora Hall and George Hall at their
i remodeled and repaired. Prompt service,
Among American opera singers re money, linen, glass, china, etc.
dam,
Holland-American
Line,
Miss
primary children, sewing for the
Mrs. C. F. Brewster of New York Ralph Benson of Malden. Mass.; one ' rOi^ Dennison.
also enjoyed a wienie roas tthat day prices reaso?rabie. new York tailor.
Lake Megunticook cottage.
JEWELER
Rubenstein was one of 12 students, in cently entertained by Pietro Mascagni,
Corner Main and Summer Sts.
78-tf
In the shower of congratulations
I intermediate girls and woodwork for was a recent visitor at the home of sister. Mrs. Lizzie Easton of Medford. I At the Parm Bureau meeting held at Moody Pond
celebrated Italian opera-composer, was a radiogram from Miss Elizabeth
(Successor to G. W. Palmer & Son)
charge
of
Prof.
Vorenkamp,
of
Smith
BICYCLE
Repair
Shop
at
WEBBER'S.
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Herman Mass.; and four brothers, Dr. Her- at the Orange hall Tuesday several
I boys.
Prof,
and
Mrs.
Percy
Judd
of
I
14 Orange St. Prompt service
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College (a leading authority on Dutch was Miss Louise Bickford of Rock Hagar sent just before arriving in Lowell, Mass., who came to attend I
• ♦ • •
Young.
man Small and Philip Small of Port- chairs were caned by the members,
ROCKLAND, ME.
357 MAIN ST.,
SPIRITUAL READING. Questions an
SOUTH
THOMASTON
Art.)
each group being in charge of land, who sings under the name of Alaska where she is making a vaca the Gregory-Dolliver wedding, are
swered. Home. Friends. Love. Business
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Taylor of
Mr and Mrs. H. Stanley (Louise land. Amos Small of Bangor and Dinner was served by Mrs. Mary Alaffairs.
25c
and
stamp.
GEORGE
A.
Luisa
Franceschl.
In
the
party
at
some professor. A fascinating sched
|len and Mrs. Helen Wentworth.
tion tour.
Wellesley, and Miss Twohig of Pep Bernhardt) went Tuesday to their Walter Small of Deer Isle
guests of the bridegroom's parents.
Miss Alice Hapworth of Rockland JONES. Bluehill Falls. Mr________ 82*85
ule embraces France. England. Italy Rome, Italy, were: Signor Mascagni
Amid the usual merrymaking the Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Gregory. Also
perell. Mass., are visiting the latter’s summer home in Darien, Conn.
Private funeral services were held
Irving Keen is at the home of his visited Miss Elizabeth Till a few days WATCHMAKER. Am remaining ln
Switzerland, Czecho-Slovakia. Aus and Signora Mascagni; Lushawya young couple made their get-away called here on that pleasant errand
Rockland this summer. Will continue
aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. G. R.
recently.
repairing watches, clocks, antiques all
tria and Vienna. In letters to rela- Mobley, princess of a tribe of Chicka bound for a motor trip over the were Rev. and Mrs. Fred V. Stan
kinds.
Call
and
deliver.
S.
ARTHUR
1 Hoffses in Cushing.
CUSHING
Albert Lester and family of Port MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St., Rock
tiwes,
Miss Rubenstein tells jot a saw Indians, Ardmore. Okla., and Gasp? Peninsula. The bride wore ley and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Barnes
James Mathews and children, Dor-1
FRIDAY NIGHT IS BANK NITE
78-tf
land were visitors Sunday at Mrs. land. Tel. 958-J.
pleasant crossing, which occupied Miss Bickford. A group picture of for the trip a knitted ensemble of of Cohasset, who are visiting the
i othy and Robert of New CumberPrisoners Fight Fire
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
$100.00
James Mitchell's.
eight days, with diverting costume the party appeared in yesterday maris blue with brown accessories. bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. G.
work, painting of all kinds. Call A. W.
; land. Penn., are at Mrs. Clara
A bucket brigade of 25 State prison
GRAY Tel. 8533
78-tf
morning's Portland paper.
Ralph
Hopkins
of
Quincy,
Mass.,
parties,
games
etc.
Another
group
On their return they will be at home Dolliver at Owl's Head.
j Mathews' on a visit.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Those few hot days we had last week certainly
“on board ship" was made up of 35
spent Sunday with his parents, Mr. LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
at 653 Sunset View drive, Akron,
Alfred W. Levensaler returned to ers from the farm a (quarter-mile dis
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall Older,
Judge
Adelbert
L.
Miles
and
mem

boys
and
girls,
under
the
manage

and Mrs. Edward Hopkins.
] solicited. H. c. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
started a call for Summer Clothing and we were glad
Frank. H. Smith of Ash Point cele
Ohio, where a newly ‘furnished apart
Concord. N. H . Monday after visit- tant, helped in quenching a fire
78-tf
ment of the Slta Students Interna bers of his family have been in the ment awaits them.
Joseph Norton of Brighton, Mass.,
brated his birthday anniversary j
we had the goods. Come in and let us help you.
ing his sister Mrs. Eliza L. Carlton, Wednesday at the home of Ernest
Pulse-pounding, action-packed outdoor romance!
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
tional Travelers Association, who will city from Portland for a few days.
passed the weekend with his family and delivered. Prompt service. Lawn
Newbert and (Forrest Newbert. Th
The bride is a graduate of Rock Tuesday with relatives and friends.
, for ten days.
roller to let CRIE HARDWARE CO.
tour Europe on bicycles. At the
who are here for the summer.
THIN SUMMER UNION' SUITS
. 5P? 75c $1.00
Mrs. Francis Friend and daughters bam was burned but the Warren and
Mrs. Alden Ulmer, Miss Bertha Or land High School, class of 1930. and There was a birthday cake and sev
'successor to Rockland Hardware Co.)
end of the nine weeks' tour. Miss Ru
SHIRTS OR DRAWERS ...............
50c, 75c
78-tf
Mrs. Miriam (Bartlett) Rezac, Mrs. Tel. 791. Rockland.
Helen and Margaret, of Skowhegan Thomaston fire departments with
beton and Miss Lucille Melvin mo of Gorham Normal School, 1933. eral nice presents. The honor guest (
ATHLETIC SHIRTS OR SHORTS
25r 35c
benstein plans to make a Vacation
TOWN OF KT. GEORGE
Louise
(Bartlett)
Kidd
and
son
Alan
♦ are guests of her parents. Mr. and other helpers succeeded In saving the
tored recently to Moosehead Lake since when she has been an efficient decided he looked younger than last
SUMMER DRESS SHIRTS
(il.OU, S1.5I)
Notice Is hereby given that, ln ac
visit at her home in this city.
house.
and
Hale
Bixby
all
of
Omaha.
Neb.,
cordance
with
a
law
passed
by
the
Town
I Mrs. Alvah J. Lineken.
POLO SHIRTS ................................
50c. $1.(Mi
with Mrs. Faith Ulmer Brown, and teacher in the Rockland public year.
of St Oeorge at Its annual meeting ln
The prisoners worked under the di
SLACKS (COTTON PANTSl
51.53, 51.98
are guests at the Bartlett home.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Berg of
were guests for several days at Rock
March. 1937. all peddlers doing business
S3.00. 53.75
DRESS PANTS ...............................
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Emery of Bar ln said town, must procure a license
| Greenbay. Wis.. who are visiting his rection of George C. Finlay, man
wood.
PANT OVERALLS ..........................
SI.00. $1*5
Fuller Friction Shower
Harbor and Barbara Emery of Au-,
2,8he,^fctmen °‘ sald town beforc
mother. Mrs. Mary Berg. Mr. and ager of the farm.
OVERALLS .......................................
$1.00. S1.35 $1.50, $1.75
Called the “Fountain of Youth"
I gusta passed Sunday at J. M. Bart- i
' selectmen of town of
Loss on the barn and contents was
Bigelow Healy of Marlboro, Mass.,
Mrs. Levi Flint of Rockland. Mr. and
WORK PANTS ................................
. o„.
51.50, 51.98
I , .ST. GEORGE
It uniquely combines the stimu
Is in the city on his annual vacation,
SWEATERS .....................................
Sl.lit) SI.98. 53.0(1
Mrs Rodney E. Brazier. Mr. and Mrs. estimated at about $600, partially cov
| lett S..
|
84-88
lating effect of the Flesh Brush with
BOYS' SHORT PANTS
59c, 79c. $1.00
the invigorating effect of (he shower
the guest of hls mother, Mrs. Abbie
A supper will be held at the Grange -y——
' ■------ g
This Is To Announce That
! Bowdoin L. Grafton and William ered by insurance, and Included a six
bath. You bathe with clean, fresh
BOYS' CQtTON KNICKERS .......
. 98c
! hall Friday from 5 to 7 for the ducted Sunday at 7 o'clock by Miss
Healy, North Main street
flowing water.
I Tessin. Jr., of this town were din weeks' old calf and fanning ma
CHILDRENS WASH SUITS
75c, Sl.CO, S1.5U
FRICTION SHOWER
benefit of the Grange.
Margaret McKnight.
ner guests Tuesday evening at Rock chinery.
BRUSH COMPLETE
The Newbert brothers were absent
-----------------t
Cleveland
Sleeper,
Jr..
Is
spending
Garden Club members are urged to
ledge Inn, Spruce Head Island, later
Special Price Only
Get into the habit of calling upon us for your needs in the way
lias Joined the Staff of The
at
the
'time,
and
the
fire
was
discov
note the change In the date of the
the
week
with
his
mother
while
has
FULLER WET MOPS,
89c
“
You'll
never
get
that
pup
to
obey
' returning to the home of Mr. and
of Men's and Boys’ Furnishings, and wc can save you money.
LASTZHMES TODAY
FULLER
FAMOUS
BROOMS,
99c
ered by Road Patrolman Frank Mil
July meeting. The next meeting will
family are visiting in Norway.
you,” said Dubbs, watching his wife
Mrs. Brazier.
JEANETTE MacDONALD
PROMPT
FULLER
SERVICE
be Monday, July 26. Edward John
Fred Bohn who has employment in trying to teach a newly-acquired ca
NELSON EDDY
A public card party will be held ler of Friendship Miller said the
Phone 431-W
82-83
in
son of the State department of agri
Fairfield was at home for the week nine better manners.
at the home of Miss Rita C. Smith blaze broke lout so suddenly that it
Effective Monday, July 19
F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer
"ROSE MARIE”
end.
culture will speak on “Displaying
“Wont I?” she retorted. “You
July 23, at 7.30 for the benefit of ceemed there must have been an ex
93 Limeroek Street, Rockland, Me.
Service at the Church will be con- were obstinate, one?."—The Rail.
Gardens to the Best Advantage”
the Thomaston Nursing Association. plosion of some sort In the builiir.g.
This tasty,creamy,delicious salad
dressing makes your salads the
talk of the town.
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I MISCELLANEOUS !

KARL M. LEIGHTON

AYER’S

AN ANNOUNCEMENT

$2.29

WILLIS AYER

ARTHUR MERR0W

LADY KNOX BEAUTY SHOP

CIRCUS GROUNDS, AIRPORT, PLEASANT ST.
CHILDREN 25r. ADULTS 50c

TODAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

83-85

5

EvSry-OtKer-Day
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FORT WILLIAMS
Our Omnipresent Reporter
Finds Lots of News At the
Encampment

----------------------------------------- ------- ------- ------- -----------------------------------

j AT STRAND TODAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY)

------------ V

SCOUT LEADERS

GALU>-

Nine of Them Win Scholar
ships At Audubon Nature
Camp

------------ „ _ _ „ » .------------------- .----- —-?

r-

-

Nine scholarships at the Audubon
Fort Williams, July 10
Nature
Camp. Damariscotta, have
Editor of Tne Courier-Gazette: been awarded to outstanding leaders 1
“Father" Frye and Alfred Healy
of the Girl Scouts and Camp Fire
were overcome by the heat last
Girls, and to three Boy Scouts of
Thursday and because of the high
Eagle Rank it has been announced in
mercury the Colonel called off the 5
New York by John H Baker, execu
o'clock regimental.
Serg. Warren
tive
director of the National Associa
Knights has introduced a new hot
'AS HIGH AS 24 AMES HER GAUOH
tion of Audubon Societies. The camp,
weather game called ice ball, but for
which was founded for teachers and
OH HOHMAL HIGHWAVS'*
rules I refer you to him.
other youth leaders, is a non-profit
I had another hard blow today
venture, established on a primeval
-Says RALPH D. SARVER
when my old truck was burned. The
island on the Maine Coast.
Billings, Montana
garbage detail used it with a load of
Winners of the scholarships were
hay when the wind was east. The
•SK&JXv;-.'' •••: •: X
-A
* • ‘To say that we jre glad weehanged to Chry
carefully chosen, by the three or
driver backed the truck to the edge
sler
would
beputtingit
mildly
1
The
Chrysler
Royal
t
ganizations of which they are mem
of the fire and the wind did the
is the finest automobile I ever owned or. drove!
bers.
on
the
basis
of
their
education,
rest. He has my sympathy because
Scouting or Camp Fire experience,
“In the Rocky Mountain region—where
it means much explaining and quanaptitudes
for
nature
study,
and
abil

grades
are long, with innumerable switchbacks—
tites of red tape
the Gold Seal engine gives us 18 miles per gal
ity to pass on to their respective!
Battery G of Brunswick had
lon. Under more favorable conditions, I have
organizations the nature lore ac
"Kangaroo Court" Friday night.
obtained as high as 14 miles per gallon. I never
quired at the camp.
That Battery has a singing mascot
“Scholarships were offered to these j
have to add oil between changes.
named Robert McCusker. aged 14.
young people," said Mr. Baker, in an-1
“Our big, roomy Royal takes curves as if they
and believe me he is some singer. He I
nouncing the award "as a means of
were straight-awavs . . . glides along without
would be an attraction at any ama
further realizing purposes for which
aound or effort . . . gives a grand feeling of sta
teur night and should have a chance
bility and safety. For economy of operation, road
Love interest in •Mountain Music," the comedy with Bob Burns and
camP »“ f°unded-impWed
on the Major Bowes program. He
ability and comfort, it is simply unsurpassed!”
it\ ° na ure ,__*aC,SP[ea_,
stays in the squad of Corp. Alexan Martha Raye which comes for Friday and Saturday, is supplied by handsome
CHRYSLER ROYAL FOUR-DOOM TOURING SEDAN »MC, SPECIAL EQUIPMENT EXTRA*
John Howard and Terry Walker, both seen above. Miss Walker makes her 0 conservation knowleaege based
der. the star pitcher of Battery G.
on sound biological principles, andI
The boys had Saturday afternoon film debut in the picture, a comedy of hillbilly life by MacKinlav Kantor
The MG. roomy Chryiler Royal co*t» very little more to buy than
development of ways of arousing in
off. coming a new one for the book
the loweet-priced car*. With it* amazing new Gold Sea! engine, it roata very little to run. Kaiy to buy oo
the
children
of
this
country
sustained
4 non-coms, washing dishes for
convenient terms wub the official Commercial Credit Company time payment plan. ★ CHRYSLER ROYAL
I
Millions on the air know Bob, which mountain feuds are kidded. enthusiasm for the out-of-doors.
. . . Coupe. $81U. Four-Door Touring Sedan with trunk. U2U. Eight ot^rr body etylea. ★ CHRYSLER
failure to answer roll call. One is the
Chrysler Royal for its smart distinction in appear
"For many years the Audubon As- 1
Burns as the hill-billiest hillbilly of In the Picture Bob is a girl-shy chap
IMPERIAL . . . Coupe. S1U1U. Four-Door Touring Sedan with trunk. S1100. Four other body etylea.
Battery cook.
ance and its remarkable qualities of riding comfort
★ CHRYSLER CUSTOM IMPERIAL . . . 6 or k-Pmopr Sedan. 12060. Sedan Limousine, 12160. ★
The sympathy of the camp goes them all. So it was only natural who can't resist a desire to work. sociation has carried on educational;
and easy handling. It is the most effortless car
CHRYSLER AIRFLOW . . . 6-Pas»eiiger Sedan and C«upe. 11610. ★ *A1I price* quoted are delivered
work
in
the schools, and it has been j
His
lather
inveigles
him
into
a
posi
out to Private Edward Widdecombe that eventually Burns would be
to drive I have ever seen ... so quick qnd re
price* in Detroit, with Federal taxea. bumper*, spare tire and tube, and preparation for delivery included.
tion whereby Bob is scheduled to clear that value of such work in- in the death of his brother. Two
sponsive ... so easy to steer ... so easy to
Any state or local ui must be added. To ascertain price in your city, simply add transportation chargee
placed
into
his
favorite
locale
Of
Armarry
the
daughter
of
another
clan
creased
in
proportion
to
the
train

days later a year ago he was called
park ... so easy to stop.”
. local and atate taxes if any. Add tiona accevoonea available at price* to be quoted by tbe dealer. Tune In
home by the death of his father kansas and bring to life characters and thus settle a feud. The idea was ing and enthusiasm of the teacher
on M.joi *SWM. Columbia N.twork, Every Thursday, S to 10 P.M. Cuter. OaylisM Saving Time.
MISS MARY ALICE FORBES. Larchmont, N. Y.
great—but Bob leaves her standing leading it. It was obvious that the ’
Visitors Sunday found Serg. John A. about whom he talks.
ERS
AND
PLYMOUTH
ON
DISPLAY
AT
NEW
C H R
way to raise the quality of the work
The picture itself is a satire in at the figurative altar—adv.
Staples up at 2.29 a. m . preparing
was
to
give
teachers
an
opportunity
the Sunday dinner which consisted of
$32 MAIN STREET
to observe nature, under stimulating
P„osa.« »
ready boiled ham, green peas pota
leadership,
in
the
forests,
fields
and
toes. ice cream and orangeade.
seas
"Stape" observed his birthday
“Ir. making this training avail
Thursday and celebrated the follow Boston Yacht Club Leaves Maine’s Hay Crop Thus DePicard and his Frisco trained seals; motion picture fame on his favorite enhanced the entertainment,
able
to active nature-leaders in
ing night. The next morning he de
Marblehead Saturday, Racscribed By Market Chief
Anyone who likes animals was de
the Eno Japanese troupe of jugglers; horse. Rebel. The Indians presented
j
these
three
youth
organizations,
we
veloped a headache and retired to
Aerial Roberts in mid-air thrills; But- their ancient and tribal snake and lighted with the intelligence of the
ing
To
North
Haven
C.
M.
White
shall
have
the
satisfaction
of
knowthe cold showers. Fred Ott and I
seals, elephants, and horses who kept
i ing that the inspiration of the in Show Which Is Coming To ters Family in a sensational dancing (war dances.
have charge of the company street
A fine fleet of craft has already
Prediction that Maine’s 1937 hay structors at the Audubon Nature
Rockland
Phased
New
exhibition
u
P°
n
Uut
steel
stretched
The
program
also
drew
thrills
and
time to the music in a series of dance
and we do not blush when the report
~
high above the gjound.
iaugSs Irom
.Uaps-. act ln numbers, including fox-trot, tap. waltz
been entered for the Boston Yacht crop, the “best produced in the past Camp will have far-reaching reis read because the E and F have the
Yorkers
j -Reb" Russell and his group of cow- which Tony Scaler soared over four and square dance. A genial spirit
best policed streets in camp. Guy Club cruise which will hold its ren- two or three years," will increase rults.'
Tht Girl Scout leaders who were
Th? Pest-Star”o?Glens Falls. N Y.. 6055 and glrls’ horses and tribe of elePhanLs- Bright eyes of boys and pcrvadtd tne, slJ0W throu8h the
Robbins with 70 points leads in the dezvous at Marblehead Friday night considerably over that of last year
friendliness of those participating
efficiency contest—20 points above D. preparatory to a jaunt to the east- and "total close to a million tons." awarded scholarships were: Mrs. had the following to say about the’ American Indians direct from the girls were fascinated by the fastThe Downie Circus was a colorful en
Wallet
Barrows.
Northampton.
reservations
and
plains
of
Oklahoma,
moving
show,
in
spite
of
the
heat
Anderson in second place.
ward and back during the next 10 was made Tuesday by Charles M.
Downie Circus which is to exhibit in featured in a special Wild West show. Lovely ladies in graceful perform- tertainment. replete with a sideshow,
Mass.;
Miss
Gladys
Baumann.
Scran

The machine gunners were out for (Jaj,s
White, marketing chief of the State ton. Pa., and Mrs. William Cates. Rockland (July 28.
The marvels of expert horsemanship ances. whether floating in the air in and cages of wild animals. And from
practice with the gas balloons this
the applause the audiences were
According to the list of entries re- Department of Agriculture.
Syracuse. N. Y. The Camp Fire Girl
Blare of trumpets! Quick beat of and Tope throwing were exhibited by skillful manipulation on bars, or disforenoon and some good trial shots
pleased.—adv.
leased
by
Secretary
Blake
H.
Cooley.
White
said
Maine
farmers
last
year
|
ea
^
ers
who
won
scholarships
are:
these
daring
riders,
with
"Reb
of
playing
their
prowess
on
horseback,
were made. "Happy" Smalley has
drums! Thud of horses' hoofs! Glit
Commodore Charles Adrian Sawyer harvested 857.000 tons of hay and re Miss Margaret Johnson of Cleveland.
qualified as company barber “Pin
will lead about two score yachts this . ceived an “average price of $9 97 a Ohio; Miss Aileen Good. Parkville. ter of spangles! Music, sawdust, pea
head" Robbins of Battery F and
ton.
Mo., and one other still to be se nuts, lemonade, and elephants! All
"Jabber" Hastings of Battery E are season on the annual cruise of New
"It is too early to determine how lected. The three Eagle Scouts are: these greeted hundreds of men. womEngland's
oldest
yachting
organiza

telephone operators on two-hour
much this season's hay will bring the Rcland W Holmes. Plymouth. Mass en an-j cjji|(jren yesterday afternoon
shifts. The electrical end of this is tion. for already he is assured of 18
farmers." White said.
sailing
or
auxiliary
craft
and
15
from Region 1; Alexander Davidcared for by Risteen, the nefflywed
"Maine's hay crop this year is son Jr . Hornell. N. Y.. Region 2; I and evening in Broad street under
power yachts.
of the outfit.
This year's cruise will start Sat- much better and larger than that and Frank V. Daniel. Philadelphia. ! the Big Tent at the Downie Brothers
Donald Robbins suffered three urday morning after a Friday night produced in the past two or three j Region 3.
, Circus in Glens Falls. Two large
hours from a nose bleed Sunday and gef-together at the club's Marblehead years, due to the moist spring weather
____________
1 crowds witnessed the performances .
sustained another slight one the fol station with a race of more than 100 and the frequent rains the past sev- |
SPRUCE HEAD
I here.
lowing day. Walter Katon other miles across the Gulf of Maine to eral weeks. In fact, we have had
Mrs. Alice Allard was hostess to
Under the managership of Charles [
wise known as "King Kong" won the North Haven in the Fox Island favorable growing weather for all the bridge club last Thursday night,
streamer Sundav. I was pleased to
Sparks,
the three ring circus was a
Thoroughfare for those craft which crops this season."
honors going to Mrs. Margaret Carr,
see my friend. Donald Lawrence, for are seeking competition in an over- J White said last week, when swcl- Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey and Mrs. | spectacular event oi cosmopolitan
merly of the Quartermaster Corps in night race. The rest of the squad- tering weather prevailed, was “a good charlotte Waterman. Luncheon was
talent and animal acts. The big tent
camp yesterday. When last I saw ron will proceed at will leisurely hay week and the hay went into the served.
canvas made its debut in this city
him it was in San Francisco a year Down East Saturday, Sunday and I farmers' barns in good condition."
Mrs. Lucy Wall visited recently and was christened 'Glens Falls." by
ago last Palm Sunday.
Monday.
j Describing the hay market as "dull'’ with her daughter. Mrs. Cleveland which name it will be known as it is
A card has been received from exThen on Tuesday the squadron will the past several years. White said it Harvey ln Rockland.
j carried 'from city to city with the
Serg. Charles N. Perry of Lawrence. have a second rendezvous at North j “nearly has been wrecked by the gas
Miss Mildred Tinney and Miss circus.
Mass., sending best wishes to the Haven In which the racing and power engine which doesn't eat hay like
Barbara Chase of Quincy. Mass are
Clowns of all types to delight the
boys and 6aying that he would like to divisions will again join hands. I horses."
occupying Lindenhurst for two weeks, heart of every boy and girl, vied in
be here too. Charles used to hate Here, too, the squadron will hook up .
------------------Mr and Mrs. Guy Martin and two their silly antics with the skill ana
to get up at 4.30 a. m. Serg. Libby
with the small fleet which has been
English Professor—"Mr
Gish sons of Winchester. N. H are guests grace exhibited in performance by
who suffered an ankle injury recent spending this week further eastward
correct this sentence: "Girls is nat- of Mr. and Mrs Harry Allard
featured actors. Among the high
ly is able to limp around.
under Rear Commodore George K. urally better looking than boys."
Norman Waldron is a visitor at the lights were Al Hodgeni. Jr., and his
Rain Monday gave the boys a Briggs' leadership in a "cricking ex
Joe Gish—"Girls is artifically bet- home of his parents. Mr and Mrs. European company of riders in bareTHE “PHANTOM”
break and a chance to polish the pedition' exploring seldom visited
ter looking than boys."—Pathfinder. Sumner Waldron.
back stunts of horsemanship; Captain
brass work and clean up the rifles harbors and islands beyond Mt. De
A truly beautiful, fully automatic General Elec
and pistols. Serg. "Tillie" of Battery sert.
tric Hotpoint Iron that glides through ironing
B celebrated his birthdaj’ Sunday
like a Phantom. Built for outstanding service,
The official runs of the Boston
night: it seems that someone is al cruise will start Wednesday, July 21,
gracefully styled in streamline contour. Tem
ways having a natal day around here. from North Haven with the most pic
perature control dial is marked to indicate the
Wc follow the plane and tug by radio turesque harbor on the Maine Coast
correct ironing temperature for each fabric,
and know all the doings in advance west of the Penobscot as Its first port
“Silk," “Cotton," “Wool," “Linen," and an “Off"
of orders. Private Phelps of Battery of call namely Christmas Cove, near
position for your convenience. Just "dial" the
fabric to be ironed and the proper ironing tem
E has a cold shower every night. He Boothbay. The second run ls a long
perature for that fabric will be reached auto
also has a shaved head as he wants one doubling Cape Elizabeth, with
matically and maintained accurately. Deep
to grow curly hair. The company Cape Porpoise as the night's anchor
blue Textolite, form-fitting handle with integral
barber, "Duke” Daley volunteered a age.
thumb rest, is designed to relieve arm, wrist, and
free hair cut. so he expects a per
Two more runs will conclude the
shoulder strain. Button nooks permit ironing
manent wave. “ "Hitchhiker” Hard 1937 cruise The first is a short jaunt
under and around buttons. Heel stand saves
also had a prison hair cut, this pun along the Western Maine shore, with
needless lifting. Weight only 4 pounds.
ishment caused by his report that Kittery Point as the destination, and
there was 4>2 feet of snow in San the final run of about 30 miles is
Francisco the winter of 1935-36. In across Ipswich Bay and round Cape
Kangaroo Court he testified before Ann to Gloucester, where the fleet
a jury presided over by Foreman will disband in Smith's Cove at eve
Reginald Henderson, and was found ning colors.
guilty of «terjury by Judge Lawry
For Appartment
Wc have just received word from
Phantom Iron
Reg. Price................ M7.H3
who happened to be out West at the
AIR MAIL'S GROWTH
or CoHage
time stated.
Ihe manufacturer of a MIO price
Ml ALLOWANCE for Your Old Iron................
1.00
The boys are looking for the case Postal Official Believes It Will Be
advance on this compact
of “Pepsa Cola” from Maynard
Profit Making In Two Years
Introductory Price
“Kitchenette" Universal Electric
Wentworth Most of the lads are
rather tired as they were on duty all
Harllee Branch, Second Assistant
Range to become effective .Inly
day Sunday, showing the visitors Postmaster General, predicts the do
21. Sure #10 and bay it at 1027's
around the camp. I had the pleas mestic air-mail service will become
EKEE with each Ph unto in
loir price ol #70.50
ure of visiting Portland Head Light self-sustaining in about two years.
a 75© Ironiny Hoard
recently and met Robert Thayer Ster
In reviewing the growth of the
A Value that eomcN
ling about whom I had read in service. Mr. Branch said a $13,000,000
Enjoy the convenience and
Pad and Cover
but once a vear!
“Guardians of Our Coast." I also deficit to the Postoffice Department
economy
that
ELECTRIC
COOK

saw how they make the fog and in the 1933 fiscal year had been cut
blow the horn. The place is kept in to about $$984,000 this year.
ERY brings. Cook your foods in
neat condition by the caretakers.
REMEMBER—The 01 ALLOWANCE for your OLD Iron
“I think there is a possibility that
comfort even on the sunm ?r*s
Now. as I read the Portland Head this enterprise will be a profit-mak
applies to Any Automatic Iron in our stock if you
hottest days. IIEMEMIIEIt the
news, I can picture the keeper, one of ing enterprise in the next two years.”
Extra size oven, 19 in.
prefer u lower price iron than The Miuntom
the old school, and a fine enter he said. "We undoubtedly will ask
deep • Automatic oven
modern way is ELECTRIC}
tainer.
Congress for additional appropria
control • Balanced oven
Mail time bids me close.
tions next year to further expand
heat • Long life
our service.”
twitches • Sliding oven
Charles M. Lawry
shelves • High speed
units.
FEATHER
BEDS
WE BUY
Now is the time to have your
Feather Bed made into Mattresses
TERMS—As low as
and Pillows. Also Hair Mattresses
MPAHY
AND SILVER
MPAHY
POWX
made over. Drop a postal to
$2.40 monthly
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
A. F. IRELAND
JEWELER
P. O. BOX 63, THOMASTON, ME.
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

m rutk

IHVAPES THE LOW-PWCU) EIELT>!

“SMARTEST LOOKING ...
EASIEST TO DRIVE!”

e. O. PHILBROOK & SON

“BEST IN YEARS”

A FINE FLEET

EASY TO BUY!

DOWNIE CIRCUS

Allowance

for Your OLI) Iron

toirard any aatomatie iron in our store
Jiily-Augiisl Special

p •ice advances July 24
SAVE 10

•a"

now

Special Introductory Offer

$ti«O*>

July-August Only

OLD

CENT

GOLD

81*84

!NE

CENT
POWt

AINE

